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Abstract
Fine arts advocates have pushed for arts to remain a foundation of education for decades
Arguments have been made and published that participating in music courses increased scores in
other subjects. A change occurred in the realm of music education when assessment-based
learning and standardized curricula were introduced. The National Coalition for Core Arts
Standards (NCCAS) was assembled to revise standards for the arts and create a way to assess
them. The NCCAS presented the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in 2014 which led to its
adoption in most states. There are many schools, however, that do not adhere to the new
standards. The proposed purpose of the experimental study in this thesis is to analyze the
effectiveness of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS), or adaptations, by administrating the
Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) to public high school music students. A statistical Analysis
of Covariance (ANCOVA) will be conducted to provide comparable results between the
different music standards used in two states. The mean results will allow for researchers to
explore the differences in music achievement between the standards of the two states and analyze
if a set standard should be used in every state school in the United States. The unit of analysis
will comprise of approximately 50 students from two state public schools in the southern East
Coast. Regression line charts will be employed to process and present the data collected during
the testing. Using these results, a better understanding of the use of National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) in music will be presented along with revisions and suggestions for music
standards.

Keywords: music education, standards, Common Core Standards (CCS), National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS), National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS), College and
Career Ready Standards for the Arts (CCRS), Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA), and Iowa
Test of Music Literacy (ITML).
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Glossary of Terms

The following terms and definitions are used to convey the meaning and function
intended by the author and the purposes of this study. All definitions should be thought to begin,
“Within the context of this thesis...”
Common Core Standards are a set of clear college-and career-ready standards for
kindergarten through 12th grade in English language arts/literacy and mathematics.1
National Core Arts Standards are a set of clear college-and career-ready standards for
kindergarten through 12th grade that are focused on Fine Arts such as dance, music, theatre, and
visual arts.2

“Frequently Asked Questions,” Common Core, last Modified 2021, http://www.corestandards.org/aboutthe-standards/frequently-asked-questions/
1

National Arts Standards. “What Are the National Core ARTS STANDARDS?” The National Core Arts
Standards | National Core Arts Standards, 1-27, Last modified 2016.
https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/content/national-core-arts-standards
2
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Praxial Education refers to the value of the music process that encourages individual
growth and interpretation of what musical aspects have value to that individual. 3
Model Cornerstone Assessments are “curriculum-embedded measures designed for
music students to apply relevant knowledge and skills while demonstrating learning in the
standards that define the artistic processes.” 4
North Carolina Essential Standards are the standards created by the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction based on the 1994 National Standards.5
South Carolina College- and Career- Ready Standards are the standards used in South
Carolina. The standards were adapted from the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).6
Iowa Test of Music Literacy is a tool for educators to “assess basic music achievement
in tonal and rhythm audition and notational audiation.”7
Analysis of Covariance is a method for comparing sets of data that consist of two
variables (treatment and effect, with the effect variable being called the variate), when a third
variable (called the covariate) exists that can be measured but not controlled and that has a
definite effect on the variable of interest.

3
David J. Elliot, “What Does Praxial Mean?,” David J. Elliott, accessed March 30, 2022,
http://www.davidelliottmusic.com.

Kelly A. Parkes, “Model Cornerstone Assessments,” in Applying Model Cornerstone Assessments in K-12
Music: A Research-Supported Approach (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018), pp. 1-8, 1.
4

5

NC DPI, North Carolina Essential Standards Arts Education, last modified 2011, accessed July 13, 2021,
https://www.wcpss.net/cms/lib/NC01911451/Centricity/Domain/49/arts.pdf
6

South Carolina Department of Education, “South Carolina College- and Career-Ready Standards
for General Music Proficiency.”, last modified May 9, 2017, 215, https://ed.sc.gov/instruction/standardslearning/visual-and-performing-arts/standards/.
7

Edwin E. Gordon, Iowa Test of Music Literacy Manual (Chicago, IL: G.I.A. Publications Inc., 1991), 1.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Standardized tests have reformed the way in which education in America is viewed. The
most significant way in which this reform has affected education was in English Literature Arts
and Mathematics.8 The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were created to prepare students
in math, English Literature Arts, and science for college or careers. With the emergence of these
new standards, a precedent was set for education in all areas. Fine-art educators and advocates
looked toward these examples and the reform in education as they began to advocate art as an
academic subject. Since the beginning of arts education, there was a lack of federal funding or
backing for its presence in schools. There was no structure for how music classes should be
taught or what students should know by the end of the course. There was little guidance for
educators, and most music courses were under the direction of the music educator’s whims,
wishes, and educational philosophy. Music educators were challenged with creating curriculum
that could assess the progress of students in their musical journey. They were tasked with
determining what was worth being taught, and by their teaching, they were responsible for
identifying what was “valuable” in music. There was no unified goal for music educators across
the states, as they taught music to various levels of students. The most predominant type of
music courses (choir, band, or orchestra) focused greatly on performance, which was evaluated
with biased assessments that could change depending on the district or assessor. From a
standpoint of standardized testing and assessment, there was nothing measurable coming from
these types of music courses. It was for this reason that the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) were created and implemented in classrooms across America. The National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) have given educators the following three things:

Lauren Kapalka Richerme, “Measuring Music Education: A Philosophical Investigation of the Model
Cornerstone Assessments,” Journal of Research in Music Education 64, no. 3 (2016): 275.
8
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1. a unified goal for students
2. a plan for helping students reach this goal
3. the flexibility for educators to adapt their curriculum to encourage growth. 9
While the goals and ambitions of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are admirable, it
leaves one to question if they truly make a difference in the way students learn and achieve their
goals. This study will attempt to determine the following:
•

Has the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) truly made a difference in the lives of
students?

•

What is the history and creation of the NCAS?

•

Has the Common Core had an influence on the NCAS?

•

What are the values and benefits of assessment-based learning?

•

What are the cornerstones that comprise the NCAS model?

•

Do the NCAS encourage and foster musical literacy and independence?

History of the National Core Arts Standards
To better understand the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and how they came to be
the predominant standards for arts in many schools across the United States, we must understand
how they was created. For decades, the United States school system has been attempting to
compete with its counterparts, especially Russia 10, and now China, Korea, Japan, and other
countries.11 Individual states in the USA began to enact educational accountability in the early
1960’s and 1970’s through measurement and assessment. Educational agencies and the state and

National Arts Standards. “What Are the National Core ARTS STANDARDS?” The National Core Arts
Standards | National Core Arts Standards, 2.
9

10
Michael L Mark, “Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review,” The Quarterly 6,
no. 2 (1995): 34-43, 1.

Martin Raymond West, “Education and Global Competitiveness: Lessons for the United States from
International Evidence,” in Rethinking Competitiveness (Washington, DC: AEI Press, 2012), pp. 68-94, 73-75.
11
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federal governments realized that a standard needed to be implemented if the United States were
to academically compete globally. Although the focus of any reform was centered around
mathematics and English language arts, the standards that were created for these subjects
influenced the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) greatly. The Goals 2000: Educate America
Act presented to Congress in 1990 began the reform for music education standards as well. The
emphases of the bill included basic skills such as reading, writing, and arithmetic. Before the arts
were included in the Goals 2000, there was extensive advocation from multiple groups that led to
the inclusion of arts standards. This would not have been possible without three substantial
advocacy efforts that helped define music education.
The first advocacy effort was focused on changing public policies towards arts education.
Frank Hodsell, the chairman for the National Endowment for the Arts (NAE), announced in 1983
that the NEA would begin to formulate change in arts to help strengthen its standing in
education. The goal of the NAE was to “publish a practical guide for all educators who wished to
emulate successful programs.”12 With this new proposed plan, the NEA began to obtain grants
for research in fine arts disciplines and collaborated with the Department of Education to
establish federal support for arts education. In 1988, The NEA presented Toward Civilization: A
Report of Arts Education, an insightful and informative study, to Congress. The study made it
painfully clear that the arts were not considered fundamental to the fine-arts students’ education
and were not considered a serious academic subject. The study suggested that there be an
inclusive definition of the arts that acknowledges the values and skills that are a part of the arts.
Along with a revised definition, they proposed that the arts should be viewed as a part of basic

Michael L Mark, “Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review,” The Quarterly 6,
no. 2 (1995): 36.
12
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education and be allotted the proper time, personnel, and resources so the arts could be viewed as
a serious learning with academic standards that could properly be assessed. For all of this to be
achieved, they suggested that partnerships between the National Endowment for the Arts (NAE)
and the U.S (United States) Department of Education could help “advocate for increased arts
education and comprehensive type of arts education” as they presented in the Toward
Civilization: A Report of Arts Education.13 To help achieve these goals, the National Endowment
for the Arts (NAE) continued to partner and collaborate with the Department of Education to
establish federal support of arts education. The collaboration yielded many research centers that
helped conduct research to help further arts curriculum, instruction, assessment, evaluation,
teacher education, and media and technology in arts. 14
While the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) was working to get the arts federally
supported and collaborating with other organizations to help further research in arts education,
the Music Educators National Conference (MENC) took on the responsibility of establishing
standards for music education. The arts began to see a reform in schools with the publication of
the new standards in The School Music Program: Description and Standards in 1974. The new
standards outlined a model curriculum, recommended appropriate musical experiences for
children of any age, and created guidelines for curriculum, staff, scheduling physical facilities,
materials, and equipment. 15 A second edition of The School Music Program, published in 1986
revised the standards presented in the first edition and focused on outcome-based learning. It

Nancy Langan, “Arts in Education: From National Policy to Local Community Action,” National
Assembly of Local Arts Agencies Monographs 3, no. 2 (1994): 4
13

14

Mark, “Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review,” 36.

15

Ibid.
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outlined what they recommend students be able to do after receiving music instruction in school.
They proposed that music programs should produce individual students who are able to do the
following ten things:
1. Make music, alone and with others.
2. Improvise and create music.
3. Use the vocabulary and notation of music.
4. Respond to music aesthetically, intellectually, and emotionally.
5. Are acquainted with a wide variety of music, including diverse musical styles and
genres.
6. Understand the role music has played and continues to play in the lives of human
beings.
7. Make aesthetic judgments based on critical listening and analysis.
8. Developed an enduring commitment to music.
9. Support the musical life of the community and encourage others to do so.
10. Continue their musical learning independently. 16
The publication of the two editions of The School Music Program demonstrated that music
education professionals were dedicated to improving the quality of music education through the
identification of standards and achievements in music education. It introduced the possibility of
measuring musical learning by using the standards. The School Music Program can be attributed
for paving the way for the National Standards that emerged in 1994. These standards would
evolve into the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) that are used in schools across the states.
A key component to the development of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) was
the advocacy of a variety of coalitions. The Music Educators National Conference’s public
relation program made a significant difference by advocating for arts in schools. Joan Gaines

16

Mark, “Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review”, 38.
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took the position as director of Music Educators National Conference in 1966 and set a
precedent for music education advocacy. Joan Gaines traveled extensively to spread awareness
of the importance of music education in schools. She promoted music education to policy makers
and the public to gather support financially and create a sense of belonging for music in schools.
Music Educators National Conference (MENC) provided testimonies, expert eyewitnesses, and
research to the White House and Congress on many occasions as they continued to advocate for
the arts. By the 1980’s, MENC was a formidable advocate for arts education during a time of
economic stress and uncertainty.
The MENC also helped form the Ad Hoc National Arts Education Working Group. The
Ad Hoc Group was an arts education coalition that was formed to provide documents and
research to help further advocate for the arts. In 1988, the Ad Hoc National Arts Education
Working Group was formed into the National Coalition for Arts Education (NCEA) to help
advocate for arts as an academic essential and the use of standards in art programs. The NCEA
released seven different versions of its ‘Education, Standards, and the Arts’ brochures in the fall
of 1994 that were directed at a variety of groups that could help implement the National
Standards for Arts Education (NSAE) based on their strengths.17 Although the arts were not
included in the original proposal of Goals 2000, they were added after great efforts by the
advocacy groups. The inclusion of the arts in Goals 2000 allowed for arts to be considered a
foundational part of students’ education in America. With the acceptance of the arts nationwide
as being vital, it opened the door for the creation of world class arts education standards.
A combination of these events led to the creation of the National Coalition for Core Arts
Standards (NCCAS) and the revision of the standards into the 2014 National Core Arts

17

Mark, “Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review,” 42.
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Standards (NCAS) that are used in most of the United States public school systems today. The
introduction of standards in arts education was meant to help further the arts in schools. The
ideology of the standards was to create a guide for educators and the curriculum. It is meant to
help students accomplish and grow more in their understanding of the arts disciplines by being
able to create, perform/present/produce, respond, and connect. With the creation of the No Child
Left Behind Act in 2001-2002, all states became unified in assessment collection and the reports
of these assessments. 18 While the assessment was focused on mathematics and English language
arts, music educators also needed to find a way to assess student learning. One of the main issues
facing music educators is identifying what is worthy of being assessed, what to measure, and
how to measure them.
The Common Core’s Influence
We would be remiss if we did not mention the influence the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) had on the creation of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). The
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) have been adopted by most, if not all states, which helps
enable “the development and implementation of common comprehensive assessment systems to
measure student performance annually that will replace existing state testing systems.” 19
Although the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) were created for Mathematics and English
Language Arts, the core concepts and standards from the CCSS can be seen in the development
of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). While this may make one contemplate how the
Common Core has influenced the NCAS, it cannot be denied that measurement and assessment

18
Richerme, “Measuring Music Education: A Philosophical Investigation of the Model Cornerstone
Assessments,” 275.
19

Ibid.
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has infiltrated music education. The introduction of the Common Core helped open the door for
arts coalitions to revise the 1994 National Arts Standards in the effort to impact the art standards
at the state level. 20 The 2014 National Core Arts Standards drew inspiration from the Common
Core State Standards, and the authors formulated standards with new Model Cornerstone
Assessments presented in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). The influence of the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) can be seen in the benchmark assessments of both
standards. While the CCSS is considered to focus more on “skill-based” learning, the National
Core Arts Standards (NCAS) have shifted arts education to focus on outcome-based learning to
help prepare students for college and future careers. The CCSS not only opened the door for the
1994 National Arts Standards revisions, but it influenced the structure, measurement, and
assessments of the arts.
Model Cornerstone Assessments
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) not only provides answers to questions such
as what should be taught and what is worthy of being taught, but it provides them with a new
way to assess their students’ individual progress and comprehension of the material taught.
Assessment has been a highly contended topic that led to heavily debated discussions in music
education for many years. When there was no standard for music, there was no set assessment or
measurement of student achievement. Another possible reason for the discourse and the trouble
with establishing a model for assessment is the way music is taught. It is difficult to assess a
large classroom of students when music teaching and learning are similar to that of an

Amy Willerson, “Bridging the GAP: How the National Core Arts Standards Forge the Divide between
the Arts and Assessment-Based Learning.” Arts Education Policy Review 120, no. 4 (2018): 222.
20

9
apprenticeship because it utilizes hands-on instruction and informal assessment. 21 Even though
musical training can thrive in one-on-one instruction, a need for an assessment model for
classroom was essential with the introduction of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).
Because there was no clear united definition of what should be taught in music education,
many educators viewed assessment based on their personal view of what was important and what
they deemed acceptable. Band directors may expect their students to be able to perform in a
group setting while other might add that the students also be able to perform their scales and
identify key signature. Educators have argued for many years about the way music students are
assessed in the classroom because there was never a defined standards for students. With the
development of the NCAS in 2014, the National Coalition for Core Arts Standards sought the
assistance of the organizations that were helping to revise the standards with creating Model
Cornerstone Assessments (MCA) that aligned with the new performance standards being set
forth in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).22
The purpose of the MCA is to “provide an instructional and assessment framework into
which teachers integrate their curriculum to help measure student learning.” 23 The key word in
the MCA definition is framework. The MCA provides a structure for how education should
assess but does not restrict them from modifying the assessments to best fit their classroom. This
is one of the main benefits to using the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and, by default,
the MCA is the flexibility is offers to teachers and students in classrooms across school districts

21
Richerme, “Measuring Music Education: A Philosophical Investigation of the Model Cornerstone
Assessments,” 276.

Kelly A. Parkes, “Model Cornerstone Assessments,” in Applying Model Cornerstone Assessments in K12 Music: A Research-Supported Approach (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018), pp. 1-8, 1.
22

23

Frederick Barrack and Kelly Parkes, “Student Assessment Using Model Cornerstone Assessments,”
NAfME, last modified July 30, 2018, accessed April 29, 2022, https://nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/mcas/.
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and state lines. While the Common Core Standards (CCSS) has a designated and set cornerstone
of assessment that makes it difficult to adapt to one’s school environment and student population
because of the standardized testing, the Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA) serves as a
suggestion for educators rather than a policy mandate.24
The Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA) was created to be flexible for both the
educators and their students. For example, students in an ensemble class generally vary in their
proficiency levels. Some students have been playing their instruments for years while for others
this is their first experience with instruments. These students are not on the same proficiency
level which can lead to difficulty in grading or assessing their growth. Help provide feedback to
the students as they continue to grow at their level. It also encourages the students to assess their
own progress and critically think about the music they are practicing and performing. Figure 1.1
and figure 1.2 show the way in which the MCA could be used to assess students at a
novice/intermediate level and proficient level. The figures were provided by the National
Association for Music Education (NAfME) on their website under the section “Student
Assessment Using Model Cornerstone Assessments.” They provide an example for how students
can be evaluated in every grade level and skill level.
Figure 1.1 is an example of a percussion student’s evaluation at novice/intermediate level
in ensemble. The student identified what two songs they played and had to provide information
on the analysis of the music, interpretation, a rehearsal plan, and evaluate their performance of
the piece. The student is made to critically engage in the compositions along with their
performance. The Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA) allows for the focus to be on the

Richerme, “Measuring Music Education: A Philosophical Investigation of the Model Cornerstone
Assessments,” 275.
24
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growth of the student instead of an evaluation of how well they are competing with others in
their class or how well the teacher educated them.
In figure 1.2, the student is labeled as a proficient clarinet player who is tasked with
filling out a description of a piece, identifying challenging measures, specific technical
challenges they faced, and how they plan to improve each section. It is a more in-depth and
critical analysis of the work and the student’s performance of the piece. It focuses on the
student’s playing ability, their critic of their practice, and a plan for how to improve.
These two figures show how the Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA) was designed to
be flexible for each student, teacher, and classroom. The two students were at different level of
musical literacy and understanding. The MCA helps provide adaptable assessment tasks that will
assist students through each of the artistic processes.25 It is a vital part in the design for the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and the way it is taught.

25

Frederick Barrack and Kelly Parkes, “Student Assessment Using Model Cornerstone Assessments.”

12

Figure 1.1 Novice and Intermediate Model Cornerstone Assessment. Data from the NAfME
website, “Student Assessment Using Model Cornerstone Assessments,” last modified July 30,
2018, https://nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/mcas/.
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Figure 1.2 Proficient Model Cornerstone Assessment. Data from the NAfME website, “Student
Assessment Using Model Cornerstone Assessments,” last modified July 30, 2018,
https://nafme.org/my-classroom/standards/mcas/.
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The Standards and Their Purpose
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) originally introduced in 1994 and revised in
2014, was created to identify the central purpose of education standards and the learning that
educators want for all their students. It is meant to help drive improvement in the system that
delivers that learning. These standards were created to help accomplish this goal along with
creating students that are artistically literate. The NCAS have created a definition of artistic
literacy that is based on philosophical foundations, lifelong goals, artistic processes, creative
practices, attainable anchor and performance standards, and model cornerstone assessments by
which standards and practices can be measured.26 Artistic literacy is not subject specific. For
music students, artistic literacy presents itself as musical literacy. Music literacy, by the
standards definition, is the “ability to independently carry out the artistic processes of creating
new music, performing existing music, with understanding and expression, responding to others’
music with understanding, and connecting to and through music.”27 It is for this reason that the
National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) states that standards used in education
should “embody the key concepts, processes and traditions of study in each subject area, and
articulate the aspirations of those invested in our schools- students, teachers, administrators, and
the community at large.”28

26

National Arts Standards. “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 1-27, 2, Last modified 2016.
https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/content/resources.
Scott C. Shuler, Martin Norgaard, and Michael J. Blakeslee, “The New National Standards for Music
Educators,” Music Educators Journal 101, no. 1 (2014): 41-49, 45.
27

28

Ibid, 3.
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The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are rooted in an outcome-based approach to
teaching and learning, and the standards are centered around four artistic processes:
1. Creating.
2. Performing/ Presenting/ Producing.
3. Responding.
4. Connecting.
Within each of the four artistic processes are eleven anchor standards which are displayed in
table 1.1. The anchor standards describe the general knowledge and skill students should be able
to demonstrate in a specific artistic process. Artistic processes are defined as the “cognitive and
physical actions by which arts learning and making are realized.”29 The processes are
incorporated in all five of the arts disciplines: dance, media arts, music, theater, and visual arts.
The processes outline and connect the relationship the learner has with the arts.
The 1997 National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) has only three artistic
processes- Creating, Performing, and Responding- but they have greatly influenced the artistic
processes found in the 2014 National Core Art Standards (NCAS). While these artistic processes
are based on those defined in the NAEP, the writing groups of the NCAS have created more
descriptive definitions than the NAEP definitions of the artistic processes and have created
discipline-focused definitions for the processes as depicted in table 1.1. The definitions provided
by the National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) uses verbs that suggest that the arts
function in an active “hands-on” and “minds-on” approach to learning.30

National Arts Standards, “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 11.
29

30

Ibid.
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Table 1.1 NAEP and NCCAS Artistic Processes Defined
CREATE (NAEP definition)
CREATING (NCCAS definition)
Creating refers to generating original art.

Conceiving and developing new artistic ideas
and work.

PERFORM (NAEP definition)

PERFORMING/PRODUCING
PRESENTING (NCCAS definition)

Performing/interpreting means performing an
existing work, a process that calls upon the
interpretive or re-creative skills of the student.

Performing (dance, music, theatre): Realizing
artistic ideas and work through interpretation and
presentation.
Presenting (visual arts): Interpreting and sharing
artistic work.
Producing (media arts): Realizing and presenting
artistic ideas and work.

RESPOND (NAEP definition)

RESPONDING (NCCAS definition)

Responding varies from that of an audience
member to the interactive response between a
student and a particular medium.

Understanding and evaluating how the arts
convey meaning.

NAEP definition

CONNECTING (NCCAS definition)

N/A

Relating artistic ideas and work with personal
meaning and external context.

Source: National Arts Standards. “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning” The
National Core Arts Standards, 1-27, 10, Last modified 2016. https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/content/resources.
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The Four Artistic Processes
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are comprised of four artistic processes that
are designed to nurture artistic literacy in students:
1. Creating.
2. Performing/Producing/Presenting.
3. Responding.
4. Connecting.
The three of the four artistic processes were brought over from the 1994 National Arts Standards
(NAS). The fourth artistic process, connecting, was added after the revision of the 1994
standards. It was added to create a more well-rounded education of world music. The goal of the
four artistic processes is for the student to be able to create a link between the art and the
learner.31
Creating
The artistic process of Creating describes the student’s ability to create, develop, and
complete original ideas. The students are encouraged to explore their creativity and abilities
through their specific art discipline. Creating new images through different mediums is what
visual arts students would be expected to do in their class. For students in dance, music, and
theatre, it is the ability to create new compositions by themselves and with others through
collaboration.
Performing/Presenting/Producing
The artistic process of performing/presenting/producing is listed in three words to ensure
that the art discipline it refers to is defined properly. For music, dance, and theater, the individual

National Arts Standards, “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 11.
31
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is tasked with performing the artistic ideas they have discovered in their study of the work. The
art discipline of presenting describes the expectations set for visual art students. Visual art
students should be able to interpret and share their work through presentation. Producing refers
to the student using the medium of media arts. This can be videos, recordings, and other forms
for students to use as they create their artwork. Mediums they can use to achieve this would be
painting, drawing, printmaking, sculpture, and ceramics.
Responding
The third artistic process of responding is comprised of selecting, analyzing, interpreting,
and evaluating the music. Responding allows the students to reflect on the
performance/production/presentation they have consumed. Erin Zaffini describes it as the way
that music students “analyze and interpret the music and then ultimately evaluate our listening
experience so we can make future music choices.” 32 This is possible for those who are musically
literate or those who are being taught to become musically literate.
Connecting
The final artistic process for students is connecting which encourages student to find
relationships between what they are learning musically to society, culture, and history, in the
effort to deepen their understanding. It is also meant to help them relate their personal
experiences and knowledge when creating art. Because art is meant to be a reflection people, it
helps students connect works with personal experiences whether that be through their daily
interactions or through their beliefs, religions, traditions, ideologies, emotions, and/or history.

Erin Dineen Zaffini, “A Deeper Glimpse into the National Core Arts Standards for General Music,”
General Music Today 31, no. 3 (2018): 57-60, 58.
32
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All the artistic processes are centered around the student and the outcome that should be
achieved in their art education. The artistic processes are designed to be flexible to any art
discipline and allow for the students to engage in critical thinking throughout every process.
Most importantly, each of these processes is meant to further the student’s ability to
communicate with the world through the arts. As they work through each artistic process, they
The Eleven Anchor Standards
Within the four artistic processes are their designated anchor standards that accumulate to
a total of eleven standards. The anchors standards are the general knowledge and skill that
students are expected to demonstrate throughout their arts education. 33 Table 1.2 defines the
anchors that correspond with their specific artistic process. The anchors standards are the same
for all the art disciplines and grade level. The anchor standards are meant to “serve as the
tangible educational expression of artistic literacy”34 This is the outcome for each artistic process
that teachers will be able to measure in their students. These are goals or actions that the student
will be able to accomplish to prove they have grasped what is being taught. The anchors
standards are not a new concept. The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and the College
and Career Ready Standards (CCRS) each use anchor standards in their framework for
Mathematics and English Language Arts. This is another characteristic of the CCSS and the
CCRS that the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) drew inspiration when creating their
framework for arts education.

33
National Arts Standards, “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 12.

National Arts Standards, “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 12.
34
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Table 1.2 Anchor Standards defined for each Artistic Process
Artistic
Creating
Performing/Presenting/
Responding
Process
Producing
1. Generate and
4. Select, analyze, and
7. Perceive and
conceptualize
interpret artistic work for
analyze artistic
artistic ideas and presentation.
work.
work.
5. Develop and refine
8. Interpret intent
Anchor
2. Organize and artistic techniques and work and meaning in
Standards develop artistic
for presentation.
artistic work.
ideas and work.
6. Convey meaning through 9. Apply criteria
3. Refine and
the presentation of artistic
to evaluate
complete artistic work.
artistic work.
work.

Connecting
10. Synthesize
and relation
knowledge and
personal
experiences to
make art.
11. Relate artistic
ideas and works
with societal,
cultural and
historical context
to deepen
understanding.

Score: National Arts Standards. “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning” The
National Core Arts Standards, 1-27, 13, Last modified 2016. https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/content/resources.

With these artistic processes and core anchor standards presented in the National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS) being taught, it is assumed that there will be a significant difference in
the performance of these standards when compared to other schools. However, the standards
created by the National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) have not been adopted or
adapted in all states. Presuming that the standards are meant to further the education of students
in arts, it would be beneficial to embrace the NCAS in state schools. Some states have opposed
the adoption of the NCAS and continue to teach the older standards that are based on older
literature or what they have designated as important to the education of their students. The
standards used in these states may share common cores, but they are not the same in the way
students are taught or graded in their fine arts discipline. The following questions emerged as one
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looks at states such as North Carolina, Florida, Texas, and Pennsylvania and their music
education programs:35
•

Should all states adopt the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS)?

•

How well do their students perform when compared to other states that use the
NCAS?

•

How can researchers and educators convince these states that they should consider
adapting these standards to their fine arts programs so students are able to develop
and grow more in their discipline?

To advocate for the use of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in every school, it must be
proven that their standards make a difference in the education of their students. Research
conducted in this study will help provide a clearer picture on the use of standards in fine arts
programs along with furthering the use of the revised standards in schools. The research will also
show if there are any areas of improvement for the NCAS and other state school standards, and if
the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) could be used to create a consistent music education
for students.
Statement of the Problem
While the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) have been widely adopted by most
states in America, there is a lack of literature and research to show how the standards affect the
education of students, and therefore, there is a great need for more information on this topic. Do
the standards improve the student’s education? Should all states use the NCAS? Can students
who participate in music classes in schools that use the NCAS perform better than those that are
in a school that does not use the standards?

35

As stated by the National Core Arts Standards website.
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There is a large gap in literature regarding the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and
how well it performs in schools. The information will help provide parents and students with a
better understanding and confidence in standards used in music education. It will also expose
areas for improvement, if needed, in the music curriculum used in schools, the musical standards,
and in creating an implementation process for states that do not use the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). This study will provide insight regarding the success of the National Core
Arts Standards through the research conducted in two states and their schools.
Research Questions
Through the research of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS), questions are raised
regarding the effectiveness of the standards when testing them against other state standards for
fine arts. The main question that emerges from this research is: How to do the standards compare
to other fine arts standards used by other states? Another question that follows this train of
thought is: Should the NCAS standards be implemented in all state schools? Finding the answer
to these questions with statistical data will provide a better understanding of the NCAS and how
well the music standards from the College and Career Ready Standards (CCRS) and the
National Coalition Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) are being implemented in schools. Follow up
questions include:
•

Does the focus of the music courses, offered in the schools of the two states, promote
independent musicking and music literacy?

•

Are students who participate in music courses in schools that use the National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS) more successful than their state counterparts that do not?

•

Should schools that do not use the NCAS adopt the standards?

Answers obtained from the previous questions will provide a better understanding of which finearts standard is more effective for states to use in their music courses, create the possibility of an
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implementation plan for the state that will adapt the new and better standards, and create courses
in schools based on the standards to promote independent musicking in their students.
Assumptions
The assumption of this research is drawn from the null hypothesis of the Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA). The null hypothesis assumes that there will be no significant difference
between the scores of the two states. This assumption means that the school using the National
Core Arts Standards (NCAS) will not outperform its counterpart school in music literacy. It is
also assumed there will be no significant difference between the scores of the two schools. The
evidence that is collected through the ANCOVA will determine if using the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) will lead to a noticeable difference in the performance of students, or if it
does not play a factor in the scores.
It is also assumed that the participants in the study will attempt to answer the questions
on the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) to the best of their ability. Students will treat the
ITML as a regularly graded test even though they will not be receiving a score based on their
results. It is assumed that the teachers will not provide the students with any help. They will
distribute the tests, play the recorded audio with the instructions, and collect the tests without
modifying any of the answers. The teachers were asked to give the tests back to the researcher to
ensure none of the information was corrupted.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Most of the information gathered in this study is drawn directly from the websites of
these organizations and their standards. There has been little research conducted on the
effectiveness of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) on students’ music literacy scores,
especially when compared to other state schools that have not adapted the NCAS into their fine
arts programs. The literature that has been written about the NCAS describes the standards but
does not offer updated material. Many of the scholarly articles were written directly after the
release of the revised standards. Amongst literature for the standards, there is a lack of literature
about the Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA) aside from materials that directly describe how
the NCAS intends to use the MCA to evaluate students. This study intends to collect data that
will provide information about the NCAS’s ability to teach music literacy to students of varying
proficiency levels. To completely understand the significance of the data, a better understanding
of each state’s standards was conducted. Information collected and stated throughout this study is
taken directly from sources such as government websites. At the time of this writing, all the
information stated on these websites has not changed or been updated.
Because there is a lack of information and research regarding the effectiveness of the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) for testing music literacy against other standards, this
study has set out to better understand the NCAS and other state standards. With a better
understanding of the states’ standards and the success of students’ music literacy scores, there
will be opportunities to create training courses for music educators to better use the NCAS and
provide data to states that do not use the NCAS to encourage an adoption of them into their fine
arts programs. The research conducted in this study will help to fill the gaps found throughout
the collection of literature. Most of the information will come from the standards and curriculum
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used in both states. The websites cited below are used to provide primary information regarding
fine arts standards.
Section I: Three Standards
Websites and Curriculum
“Essential Standards Music 9-12,” as stated on the North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction Website
Because the research that is being conducted is centered around the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS), the official website stating the North Carolina music standards will help
provide information for comparing the standards. Being able to understand the standards that are
used instead of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) will help fill gaps in the research and
provide insight about the fine arts programs in North Carolina. The standards appear to be
similar in nature to the NCAS. The North Carolina standards are centered around three strands,
which would be similar to the art processes in the NCAS, and there are anchors that can be found
correlating to each strand. However, the strands are not art discipline specific such as the anchors
and core standards that are found in the NCAS. This information is important to the research
because it will allow readers to understand the difference between the standards when the scores
of the tests are discussed.
“South Carolina College-and-Career-Ready Standards for Visual and Performing Arts
Proficiency,” as stated by the South Carolina Department of Education.
Because South Carolina is the other state that is being used in the study, it is important to
understand their standards. South Carolina adapted the standards in 2017. Understanding the
standards that are used in South Carolina will help when comparing the other standards used by
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the second state being tested. South Carolina did not directly use the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) but adapted the core values and anchors presented in the NCAS. This
information will help when offering other states ways to adapt and use the standards if they
prove to be effective in raising students’ music literacy scores.
“What Are the National Core Arts Standards?” as stated on the National Arts Standards
Website.
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) set out measurable standards for arts
assessment in individuals that have yet to be determined if they were a success. Comparing the
scores of students from the state schools that use the adaptation of the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) versus those that do not will allow for a greater understanding of the
standards used in most states. Knowing the core values and anchors established by the National
Core Arts Standards (NCAS) will allow for a better advocation of its use in every state, an
understanding of how to transition state schools to the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS),
and how to improve the standards to establish a consistent music education for students across
the United States. If the courses offered at the two public schools being tested are focused only
on performance, then the goals set out by each group are harder to measure. The National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS) comprehensively state the important aspects of music education such as
creating, performing, responding and connecting 36. However, the information on the official
NCAS website does not provide any data that supports the use or success of the standards in fine
arts classroom.

National Arts Standards. “What Are the National Core ARTS STANDARDS?” The National Core Arts
Standards | National Core Arts Standards, 11-12, https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/content/national-core-artsstandards.
36
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Section II: Related Literature
Most of the information used in this study was drawn from the websites, standards, and
curriculum directly. This study attempted to better understand certain aspects of music education
to create a comparison for the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). Many of the related
literature, articles, and books, are not centered around the NCAS. Rather, much of the material
that is reviewed relate to certain aspect of the NCAS such as the Model Cornerstone Assessment
(MCA) and student-centered learning. None of the literature examined provide information that
focuses on the effectiveness of the NCAS in creating successful musically literate students. The
span of this literature will cover the philosophies that influences the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) along with varying aspects of the forementioned standards. Through the
review of the related literature, the reader will discover that there are few publications that test
the NCAS. The literature reviewed does provide a greater understanding of the standards and the
philosophies of that helped create the standards.
Philosophies of Music Education

This section of literature review focuses on the philosophy of music education that
correlates with standards used in classroom across America. The National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) discusses the philosophical foundations that are a crucial part of the creation of the
standards and the lifelong goals of the NCAS. The NCAS Conceptual framework states, “The
philosophical foundations and lifelong goals establish the basis for the new standards and
illuminate artistic literacy by expressing the overarching common values and expectations for
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learning in arts education across the five arts disciplines.”37 Philosophies contribute a large part
into how curriculum is created and what is valued in music education. The literature will provide
a better understanding of why and how the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) was created to
incorporate these philosophies into fine-arts education.

A Brief Introduction to A Philosophy of Music and Music Education as Social Praxis, by
Thomas Regelski
Thomas Regelski presented music from a practical standpoint and discussed the use of
praxial music education as an active social practice. He provided the reader with alternative
approaches to music education. Regelski’s alternative approaches will be compared with the
music courses offered at both states (North Carolina and South Carolina) to compare how the
standards used in the schools engage students. Regelski instructs the reader that praxial music
education should be observable in the students, not necessarily measurable. He states:
“...successful teaching praxis is best seen in what students are musically able to and want to do—
newly or at all (e.g., read music), better, more often, or more enthusiastically, more
rewardingly—as a result of instruction.”38
This praxial philosophy focuses more on the individual success in arts education, even if
it is not always a measurable outcome. While testing music achievement is possible, it is not a
common occurrence such as testing conducted on Mathematics and English Language Arts.
Students who engage in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are presented with the cores
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National Arts Standards. “National Core Arts Standards: A Conceptual Framework for Arts Learning”
The National Core Arts Standards, 10.
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Thomas A. Regelski, A Brief Introduction to A Philosophy of Music and Music Education as Social
Praxis (New York, NY: Routledge, 2016), 86.
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of creating, performing, responding, and connecting. Based on the description provided by
Regelski on how praxial music education should look, it would be assumed that the standards
used in the state that employs the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) should be visible.
Regelski and other advocates of praxial music education push for the individual’s growth in
music education and personal value of music. Using the praxial philosophy, the NCAS can be
compared to other state arts standards through the focus on individual student success. An
evaluation of the standards when observed through the praxial philosophy will help form a more
rounded understanding of them.

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophical and Qualitative Assessment in Music Education, by
David J. Elliott, Marissa Silverman, and Gary McPherson
David Elliott, Marissa Silverman, and Gary McPherson are the leading advocators for
praxial music education. In this collection of essays, Elliott, Silverman, and McPherson offer a
critique of standards-based learning outcomes. Standards-based learning focuses on what the
students learn instead of how the students are taught. Educators work to ensure students are
learning the established material for their grade and that the students are able to progress to the
next standards. From this perspective, the standards that have been previously applied in the
classroom do not offer quality education. Using this perspective and critique, the scores collected
through testing will provide an opposite viewpoint of the need for standards in music education.
“Student-Centered Classrooms: Past Initiatives, Future Practices,” by Dee Hansen and
Leslie A. Imse.
Dee Hansen and Leslie A. Imse’s article describes how the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) 2014 standards that were set forth are student-centered because of the initiative to
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engage the student in the music process as well as the music making. It puts the focus on the
students' participation and understanding of material, instead of attempting to achieve a high
score. To achieve this active engagement of the student during the learning process, educators
need to consider other ways to engage the students. Hansen and Imse suggest that “the teacher or
ensemble director needs to consider three levels of preparation in lesson planning and
assessment: what students know, what students can do, and what students think about their
music-making.”39 In this study, the article will help provide a better understanding of studentcentered learning. Hopefully, music teachers in schools that use the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) will be shown to be better at student-centered learning.
“Another Perspective: Teaching Music to Millennial Students,” by Frank Abrahams.
The other articles that have been critiqued and discussed throughout this literature review
have centered around how to critique the different standards used in the two to ensure the
students are forming an appreciation, understanding, and possible desire for musicking
throughout their life. This article is crucial in creating changes for music classrooms or creating
new ones that are more appealing to the younger generation if the data reveals that there is little
to no difference between the standards. Frank Abrahams discusses the importance of technology
in the lives of children today. Instead of teaching children in the way students were taught music
over a decade ago, educators should explore ways they can incorporate technology into the
classroom so students will actively learn instead of passively participate.

39

Dee Hansen and Leslie A. Imse. "Student-Centered Classrooms: Past Initiatives, Future Practices." Music
Educators Journal 103, no. 2 (2016): 22.
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National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) Literature
This section of literature focuses directly on articles and book written on the topic of the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and the Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA) that are
a part of how the students are evaluated. Most of the literature provides a better understand of the
standards and the assessments used to measure how well the students are understanding the
concept. However, the explanation of the NCAS standards and definitions do not provide proof
that the NCAS are the best standards to be used in fine-arts education, specifically music. There
is still much to be learned, discussed and studies about the NCAS.
“The New National Standards for Music Educators,” by Scott C. Shuler, Martin Norgaard,
and Michael J. Blakeslee.
This journal article is helpful in explaining the importance of a set standards in fine arts
so educators will be equipped with a format. The format helps educators develop ways to instruct
their class musically based on the sequence of outcomes provided by the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). It emphasizes the importance of independent artistic literacy. The authors
that artistic literacy is not subject specific. For music, the goal is to be musically literate. They
state that musical literacy is “the ability to convey one’s own musical ideas and understand how
others convey their ideas through music.”40 As this should be the goal of all music educators,
comparing the standards from the two: both the creating of new music and performing existing
music; it should provide greater insight into students’ musical achievement. The information in
this article about the NCAS even discusses the Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA) for music
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Scott C. Shuler, Martin Norgaard, and Michael J. Blakeslee. "The New National Standards for Music
Educators." Music Educators Journal 101, no. 1 (2014): 45.
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courses that will provide a high-quality example of how music educators can assess their
student’s success with the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).
“The Implementation of the National Standards in Music Education: Capturing the Spirit
of the Standards,” by Colleen Conway.
Colleen Conway’s article will help with this research as it delves into the nine standards
that emerged in the 1994 National Standards which are the foundation of the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). Conway’s explanation of the nine standards will help provide a clear
understanding of each standard and their purpose in music education. One of the most important
aspects of this article is the presentation of how each standard is implemented in the classroom.
It provides a guide for how the standards should be implemented. Although this article was
published a year after the National Standards emerged, its discussion about the implementation
process provides a framework for how the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are being
employed in schools and now create a comparison for research.
“Music Education and the National Standards: A Historical Review,” by Michael L. Mark.
This article is a critical resource for this study as it provides a historical understanding of
the National Standards. Michael Mark leads the reader through the events behind the creation of
the National Standards, the funding for arts, and possible developments for future fine-arts
standards. This is important for the research as it will provide a clear picture as to the reason
educators advocated for standards and the federal intervention of keeping arts in education. The
2014 revised National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) were The This article will allow for a
comprehensive understanding behind the creation of the standards and, therefore, the creation of
the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).
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“The National Standards for Music Education: Meeting the Challenges,” by Paul R.
Lehman.
Lehman’s article on the National Standards for music education is helpful to this research
because it discusses the challenges faced by those who helped create the standards when trying
to implement them in the classroom. It also discusses the challenges educators themselves face
with the standards. The assessment process for music has always been a challenge without a set
standard to test against. Little to no resources have been provided to music educators and there is
a gap in the curriculum. Lehman’s article advocates for the use of the National Standards
because it will help educators face the challenges of teaching music. He specifically states that
the standards will help many schools and many educators because they “lack the resources they
need to create and sustain an effective learning environment.”41 Lehman advocates for the use of
the National Standards because it offers a solution to this challenge because it recommends
curriculum, scheduling, and other resources. However, this article does not provide information
about how the NCAS impacts the artistic literacy and music literacy of students.
“A Deeper Glimpse into the National Core Arts Standards for General Music,” by Erin
Dineen Zaffini.
Zaffini describes each step of the artistic process, based upon the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS), and how it would look in the classroom. This article is helpful to this
research as it will provide a guide to compare the state schools' use of standards in their music
classes to see if they are fully incorporating the standards effectively. These standards also

Paul R. Lehman, “The National Standards for Music Education: Meeting the Challenges,” The Quarterly
16, no. 6 (1995): 9.
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provide questions that educators can use when teaching students “to look beyond the activity
they are doing to the reasons for doing the activity in the first place.”42 The goal of each standard
should be to create greater understanding and value of music literacy in students. This article is
resourceful for comparing how each state implements their standards, and if the states that
embrace the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are effectively implementing them. It can
also offer insight on how to create a plan for states that do not use any form of the NCAS to
begin implementing the standards.
“Bridging the GAP: How the National Core Arts Standards Forge the Divide between the
Arts and Assessment-Based Learning,” by Amy Willerson.
In this article, Willerson discusses the changes that the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) made for fine arts departments in American schools when it supported the importance of
the arts with empirical data. She recommends that all states use the standards set forth by the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) as it is a tool to improve pedagogy and assess the arts.
Willerson also states:
“NCAS [National Core Arts Standards] appears as a proactive step for the arts education
paradigm, as the policy is rooted in arts practices but shaped by empirical research that is
arts focused. This policy could become the foundation for the recognition of the arts as an
academically rigorous subject matter, capable of existing and flourishing in an
assessment-oriented world.”43

There is an opportunity for success in arts programs if schools and educators use the standards
set forth by the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). It is assumed that state schools that use
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the NCAS are educating and training their teachers in a manner that prepares them to implement
these standards. The music program in these schools should show greater success in student
involvement, retainment, and assessment when compared to schools that are not using the NCAS
guidelines.
“Model Cornerstone Assessments.” Essay. In Applying Model Cornerstone Assessments in
K-12 Music: A Research-Supported Approach by Kelly A. Parkes.
Parkes’ essay in Applying Model Cornerstone Assessments in K-12 Music: A ResearchSupported Approach discusses the developed and creation of the MCA. Instead of being a
standardized test for students like the assessments used with the Common Core Standards, the
MCA should be able to provide “valid measures of student achievement according to the criteria
in the performance standards and can reliably illustrate the learning of students as they move
through a learning program.”44 The MCA along with the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS)
are meant to provide a framework for educators to create programs that integrate content that
will help students achieve their goals. This essay demonstrates the flexibility of the MCA and the
NCAS by describing the history and intended purpose of the assessment standards.
“Measuring Music Education: A Philosophical Investigation of the Model Cornerstone
Assessments,” by Lauren Kapalka Richerme.
Lauren Kapalka Richerme’s article about measuring music education through the use of
the Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA). Richerme discusses the philosophy of measurement
based on the theoretical framework presented by Karen Barad, a contemporary philosopher who
also holds a degree in theoretical particle physics. Richerme states that Barad’s writings about
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measuring quantum phenomenon can help music educators better understand the measurement
practices used in music education. Because measurement and assessment are distinct from each
other, the model cornerstone assessments should be able to “show how the student’s learning can
be measured through rich performance tasks.”45 Richerme also states the assessment process can
affect the way in which the student performs. Assessment can both encourage or discourage a
student’s musical development. The Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA)are a crucial part in
the education of students as it is the way in which they can present their acquired knowledge and
skills. However, Richerme cautions education on the verbiage of assessment and measurement.
Both the student and teacher change with each musical experience that can lead to varying
definitions of growth.
Section III: Studies
This research did not report any previous studies conducted on the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). Studies are vital to understanding a concept as it tests and analyzes the
capacity of said concept. Studies that are focused on the NCAS as limited though. Because there
is a large gap in the literature regarding studies conducted on the NCAS, this study is attempting
to fil in gaps where other literature has failed to establish empirical data. Any study that was
conducted does not relate to the NCAS directly. Most studies, like the one that is reviewed, does
not study specifically test the NCAS. They compare the content of the standards alongside other
standards such as Social Emotional Learning (SEL). Where other studies do not provide
information how the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) compare with other standards, this
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study will provide more information about the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and how it
affects the education of music students.
“Social Emotional Learning and the National Core Arts Standards: A Cross-disciplinary
Analysis of Policy and Practices” by Matt Omasta et al.
The authors of this article and study mainly focus on Social Emotional Learning as a
benefit of arts education. This study was conducted to test if there was a connection between the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and Social Emotional Learning (SEL) standards. Social
Emotional Learning (SEL) is the education method that aims to create an environment where the
student’s social and emotional skills align with the school curriculum. This study coded and
compared the standards of the NCAS and the SEL to see if both standards aligned. They wanted
to test if the NCAS would help foster Social Emotional Learning (SEL). The study stated their
procedures as follows: “Intersections were coded as directly aligned if they represented situations
in which students completely fulfilling the arts standard would always and necessarily achieve
the paired SEL goal.”46 The results showed that the NCAS moderately aligned with the SEL
goals though there was room for growth to create a more aligned view of the NCAS and SEL.
Summary of Literature
Most of the literature reviewed does not provide a clear picture or understanding of the
success of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in the music classroom when creating
students who are musically literate. Much of the literature reviewed can be considered outdated
and little research has been provided within the last decade that studied the standards. From the
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lack of information, it leaves one to question the validity and success of the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). Do the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) really make a difference in
the education of students? Why should states adapt the standards and disregard the fine-arts
standards that have been used in favor of the new, revised standards? One of the reasons for the
creation of standards was to produce curriculum and musical standards that could be tested.
However, there is a large gap in the research and review of the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) when compared to other standards for different subjects. There is no distinct research
focused on the success of the NCAS that can compare to the research conducted on standards
such as the Common Core standards. No research studies compare scores of students in music
programs to observe if the NCAS contributes to a significant difference between student scores.
The literature reviewed provided a standard or guide for my research of music classes and
a deeper understanding of standards to see how well the NCAS are performing. However, it
cannot be denied that there is a large gap in research regarding the effectiveness of the NCAS in
fine-arts classrooms. While the literature provides a clearer picture of how the standards have
been and are being implemented to ensure the best education for students in any state, it offers no
validity. Along with comparing the difference standards used in two states, research conducted
will provide insight into how leaders in education can improve the implementation of the
standards and advocate for or against the use of the NCAS as a nationwide standard. The
research intends to fill in the gaps found in the literature review by providing data that will
validate or reject the use of the NCAS.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
This chapter presented the methodology that was employed during this research. The
original purpose of this study was to set out and discover if the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) make a difference in music education and the way in which students perform on tests.
The research relied heavily on literature that has been published along with the curriculum and
standards used in the two states that were tested to gather a better understanding of how to
answer the questions presented at the beginning of this paper. Using a quantitative research
method, the study was able collected and present empirical data to analyze the NCAS.
Research Tools and Field Work Procedures
To better understand the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and if their presence in
the music classroom creates a significant difference in the scores of students, a comparison of
scores was conducted. An Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was attempted to be implemented
in this study to test if there is a significant difference between the score of students in two states
that use different standards while accounting for a covariance. It is assumed that most band
students will have an advantage over their choir counterparts when it comes to note reading and
understanding music theory. The study accounted for this as the covariance of the ANCOVA.
The study was prepared to use a t-test in place of the ANCOVA if there was an issue with the
data collected. The scores from the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) were collected and the
means compared by processing the data through the ANCOVA then t-test. The study required an
equal number of participants adding to a total of approximately a hundred (100) participants
from two high schools. The research conducted established empirical data that provided insight
into the effectiveness of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in music courses and student
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musical literacy scores. Students who participated in the study were enrolled in a music course at
their high school.
The curricula from the two anonymous state schools were analyzed and compared
alongside the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) and t-test were processed to understand how
the NCAS and other standards were used and discuss possible room for improvement. The
beginning portion of data collection relied greatly on the results from the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy (ITML) that was administered to students from all participating schools. The results
were then compared to identify if there was a significance in the means of the scores between the
two state standards. The results were also examined alongside literature about the NCAS to see if
it validates the predicted success.
Participants and Data Collection
The participants in this study were high school students from one school in a state that
uses the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and one high school in a state where these
standards are not used. The students were enrolled in a music course although there is no
preference between band or choir students. A combination of both was preferred though not
necessary. The student did not need to meet a required minimum of years in a music course as it
was theorized that the standards should help students at any level develop musical literacy.
Data collection was conducted by using the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML). Only
the first section of the level 1 Tonal Concept test was administered to the students during their
class period. The data was then stored in a locked box before being transferred to a password
protected computer. After the data was collected and transferred, it was processed through the
Statistical Packages for Social Sciences (SPSS). The SPSS stored the data, presented graphs and
charts with the data, and helped determine if there is a significant difference between the scores
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of the two high schools. The scores from each state’s schools were combined and their means
used as the data.
Iowa Test of Music Literacy
The Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) was chosen for this study because one of the
test’s purposes is to compare scores and “to determine a student’s relative standing among other
students in tonal and rhythm achievement.” 47 The ITML was created by Edwin Gordon to be
used for four specific purposes:
1.

“To diagnose a student’s individual strengths and weaknesses in six different
dimensions of tonal and rhythmic aural perception and music literacy
achievement.

2.

To compare a student’s tonal and rhythmic aural perception and music literacy
achievement to his musical potential as indicated by Musical Aptitude Profile
results.

3.

To evaluate the development of a student’s continuous development from simple
to complex tonal and rhythmic aural perception and music literacy achievement.

4.

To determine a student’s relative standing among other students in tonal and
rhythmic aural perception and music literacy achievement.” 48

Because this study is centered around the comparison of states standards and the students’
scores, the ITML is essential to gathering data to compare. The ITML measures the student’s
music literacy abilities and musical achievement through their ability to grasp basic music
achievement such as tonal and rhythmic audiation and notational audiation. This instrument has
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been used before in previous studies (e.g., Mohat, 1971, Schleuter, 1974; Lowe and Belcher,
2012, Csíkos and Dohány, 2016).
The Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) is comprised of six tests which are split into two
divisions: Tonal Concepts and Rhythm Concepts. These two divisions are comprised of three
tests. The Tonal Concepts are Audiation/Listening, Audiation/Reading, and Audiation/Writing.
The three tests in the Rhythm Concepts are the same. Audiation, in the context of the ITML,
refers to the student’s ability to comprehend the tonality and meter of the music being heard and
performed.49 Only the Tonal Concepts will be tested as it has been stated by the head of the
music education department at G.I.A. Publication, an expert in statistical evaluation, that this will
provide sufficient data for comparison.
The test is also broken down into six levels starting at level 1 and becoming more
complex until it reaches level 6. The ITML levels 1, 2, and 3 are provided to test grades 4
through 12 while test levels 4, 5, and 6 are designed to test grades 7 through 12. Because it is
recommended that all three tests be administered during the same sitting, the Tonal Concepts
level 1 will be administered to both groups during their designated class period. Although the
tests used in this study will not be at the high caliber level, the test will still provide adequate
data to compare scores as the organization design is the same for each level of battery. 50 The test
will take about 45 minutes total to complete. Each section of the Tonal Concept should take a
maximum of 12 minutes to be administered and completed for a composite time of 36 minutes
for the testing itself. The teachers were presented with a CD provided by GIA Publications that
was loaded with instructions, examples, and the testing program. Permission to use this
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instrument was approved by the Institutional Research Board at Liberty University. See
Appendix A for approval. GIA Publications donated the tests, CD, scoring masks, and
instructional manual. Updated reliability and validity measures of the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy (ITML) were inaccessible for this research. However, this does not discredit the ITML
as it is the only nationally standardized test for music achievement.
Audiation/Listening
The first section of the Tonal Concepts, Audiation/Listening, is comprised of tonal
patterns in major and harmonic minor tonalities and the students will identify whether the tonal
pattern is major or minor. No notation is presented for the students to refer to during this section.
The students will mark the oval under the large M on their answer sheet if they believe the tonal
example is major. If they believe the answer is minor, they will mark the oval under the small m,
and they will mark the oval under the ? if they are unsure of the answer. 51 Example of the
Audiation/Listening questions shown in figure 3.1. The most points a student can be awarded for
the Audiation/Listening section is 22 points.

Figure 3.1: Practice example of the Tonal Audiation/Listening portion of the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy
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Audiation/Reading
Section two is labeled Audiation/Reading. A tonal pattern will be played, and the
students will identify if the music notation matches what they heard on the recording by filling in
the ovals marked Y for yes or N for no. Refer to figure 3.2. If the student is in doubt of the
answer, they can mark the oval under the question mark as in the previous section. For level 1
Audiation/Reading, the test questions are played and presented in major tonality and harmonic
minor tonality. There are no sharps or flats used in the key signature and all notation is in the
treble clef.52 The most points that a student can obtain in this section is 22. Even though there is
an option for the students to mark if they are unsure of the answer, it does not account for the
total.

Figure 3.2: Practice example of the Tonal Audiation/Reading portion of the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy
Audiation/Writing
In the final section of the Tonal Concepts, students will be tasked with completing the
notation. See figure 3.3 for a reference. The notation is a nine-pitch tonal pattern. Four pitches
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are provided for the students and the other five remaining pitches will need to be identified by
filling in the oval that represents the correct pitch provided on the recording. Similar to the
Audiation/Reading section, the examples provided are in major tonality and harmonic minor
tonality. There are no sharps or flats used in the key signature and all notation is in the treble
clef. The total points a student could possibly earn in the third Tonal section is 40 points.

Figure 3.3: Practice example of the Tonal Audiation/Writing portion of the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy
The purpose of using the Iowa Test of Musical Literacy (ITML) was to test the music
literacy of students. The highest possible total a student could earn in all three sections is 84
points meaning they have a high musical aptitude and music literacy while the lowest score
someone could earn on the test is 0. The main researcher for this thesis collected the tests and
graded them with the level 1 scoring masks that were provided by GIA Publications. Each school
was graded separately, and the three tonal sections were graded before being inputted into a
spreadsheet that then accumulated their total scores. No training was needed to be able to grade
the tests, but an instructional manual was provided for the ITML. The data was then inputted into
SPSS for further analysis. By testing the music literacy of students through the use of the ITML,
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researchers were able to determine if the use of standards that promote music literacy such as the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) made a difference in scores of the students.
Project Design and Literature Relationship
The project focused mainly on the correlation between the literature and the data
collected from the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML). The quantitative research helped
determine the extent of the relationship between the two variables using statistical data.
Beginning with administration of the ITML at each of the schools, the data collected from the
test determined if the National Core Arts (NCAS) is more impactful on students’ literacy scores.
For success to occur, consent from the schools, students, and parents were obtained. A music
achievement test was administered in each school and in similar conditions to ensure accurate
results.
The purpose of the literature was to provide guidelines or standards for the data gathered.
Certain aspects of the National Core Arts (NCAS) and the Common Core State Standards
(CCSS) were studied then compared to the curriculum and standards drawn from the
participating schools. The literature also provided insight into the importance of standards in
music education to ensure a consistent education for students despite where they live in the
states. The results from the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) were expected to provide insight
on the effectiveness of the National Core Arts (NCAS) in music courses. However, the
ANCOVA was not able to process the data collected because of skewed data. A t-test was
conducted instead to help process the skewed data from the Iowa Test of Music Literacy to
provide information about how well the NCAS performs compared to other standards. The
review of literature provided a better understanding of the National Core Arts (NCAS), the Iowa
Test of Music Literacy (ITML), and the standards used by both states. The findings below from
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this research will also provide evidence for the possible success of the National Core Arts
(NCAS) in helping create musically independent students and a foundation for a consistent
music education for students.
A Report of the Project Plan and Implementation
For the project plan, an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) test was attempted to be
employed along with an analysis of the music standards in both states. However, a t-test was
employed to compensate for the lack of participants. Approximately a week was set aside to
conduct the music achievement test and compile the data. The research also allocated time in the
study to input the data from the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML), the attempted Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA), and the t-test. The next step of the project plan will be to gather the test
scores from students that are the covariance of the study. A comparison of the music curriculum
was conducted after the findings were analyzed to see how the literature compares to the results
found by the ANCOVA.
Before participants were contacted about the study, the Liberty University Institutional
Review Board (IRB) was contacted for approval. After submitting the proper forms and
recruitment documents, IRB’s approval was provided for the study. See Appendix A. The study
continued by contacting schools in both states to gather participants who were willing to take the
ITML. Approximately twelve email invitations to music educators in both North Carolina and
South Carolina correspondents led to two schools joining the study, one in North Carolina and
one in South Carolina. One of the schools did not require consent forms as it was a routine test
that would not interfere with the students’ schedule or alter the students’ scores in their classes.
The school that required consent forms were provided the forms to the students and their parents.
The consent forms were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The forms were
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filled out and turned in on the day of the exam, allowing the student to participate in the study.
See Appendix B for the consent form. The research began as time was set aside to conduct the
music achievement test created by Ed Gordon. The entire process of getting Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approval, getting copies of the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML), finding willing
participants, administering the test, and collecting the data took approximately three
months. Although the music achievement test took no longer than a normal class period to be
administered, time was set aside to organize and prepare the test conditions in both high schools.
Once the tests were collected, they were stored in a lockbox until the scores were collected and
transferred to a password protected laptop. The results of the ITML test were then inputted into
the Statistical Package for Social Sciences Program (SPSS) to be analyzed. The standards were
only compared after the tests were administered and the data was collected. Will the findings
from this research help provide a better understanding of the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) and the standards used in other states? Will the findings below from this research also
provide evidence for the possible success of NCAS in helping create musically independent
students and a foundation for a consistent music education for students?
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) were created to change the manner in which
fine-arts disciplines are taught, measured, evaluated, and ultimately viewed by the public. For
decades, advocates have fought to have arts incorporated as a core subject in schools and to have
it considered a serious academic subject in public schools. Fine-arts classes have only recently
been incorporated as core classes in recent years, but they still do not receive as much respect in
education as other subjects such as Mathematics and English Literature Arts. Because the
accomplishment of students could not readily be measured in music, it was not deemed as
conducive to a student’s education. The 1994 National Core Arts Standards were created for the
purpose of placing fine-arts education on the same level as other subjects. For over a decade,
most states and schools have adapted the standards and implemented them in the arts classrooms.
However, some states have decided to forgo the adaptation and implementation of the NCAS.
Instead, they have created their own set of fine-arts standards that they believe to be competitive
with the NCAS. These few states have created their own standards, evaluations, and curricula
which can be compared to states that have adapted the NCAS.
Fine-arts standards, whether they are the NCAS or any state’s curated standards, have set
a precedent for arts learning and education. The administration of the Iowa Test of Music
Literacy (ITML) is a good appraisal of student music literacy. The test data obtained from the
Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) of music students from two different schools hopefully will
reveal if the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are more impactful on music students’
literacy scores, than students from one school that has a different set of standards than the
NCAS. For consistency in the study, the standards that will be compared will be the general
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music standards for high schools. By comparing the two schools from different states and their
standards, we will be able to determine if there is a significant difference in music literacy.
Comparison of the Standards
One of the subsidiary questions that was presented at the beginning of this research was
centered around the comparison of the standards used by each of the two states. While the finearts standards used by both schools have core values and anchors, they differ in content and
objectives that they expect their students to achieve. Taking a closer look into the standards has
provided context for the interpretation of the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) test results. To
ensure anonymity, “School A” and “School B” have been assigned to the two high schools that
have participated in this study. The school that does not implement the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) has been assigned as School A and is the independent variable while School
B is labeled thus because it is the dependent variable in this study.
By comparing the standards of the two states, the effect the standards have on musical
literacy was able to be observed. Studying the different standards also provided insight on how to
provide music students with a better chance of achieving artistic literacy and music literacy along
with providing them with the best fine-arts education possible. The differences in the standards
will also reveal any correlations between the scores and the standards used by both schools. It
should explain the how and why behind the scores of the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML)
vary. While School B uses standards that were adapted by the NCAS, understanding the specific
goals of the South Carolina standards will provide information about the adaptation process and
how schools can use the standards.
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School A Standards
School A is located in a state that has not adapted the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS). Instead, they have created their own set of standards for their fine-arts programs that
they believe will provide the best education for their students. School A is located in North
Carolina, one of the six states that have no plan of revising their standards to match the National
Core Arts Standards (NCAS). The North Carolina Essential Standards (NCES) incorporate
standards found in the 1994 National Standards for Arts Education (NSAE). While these 1994
standards led to the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) through intense revision and
redefinition of terms, they are not the standards used or adapted by most states today. The North
Carolina Essential Standards (NCES) are a less intricate model of the 1994 National Standards
as it only contains three strands. The three strands of the North Carolina standards are
comparable to the artistic processes that are found in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS)
and in the South Carolina’s College- and Career- Ready Standards (SCCCRS). The
three strands of the North Carolina Essential Standards are as follows:
1. Musical Literacy: the ability to read, write, interpret, create, and perform music.
2. Musical Response: to sing and play instruments, to read and notate music, and to
improvise, compose, and arrange music.
3. Contextual Relevancy
Within each of these strands are essential standards that could be compared to the NCAS’s
anchor standards. See Appendix C for the North Carolina Music Literacy standards. The table in
Appendix C presents the North Carolina musical literacy strand for each of the four categories of
proficiency levels. The essential standards are presented and labeled as “ML.1” and can be seen
on the left side of the table. The essential standards are the same for all levels of musical
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proficiency, but the clarifying objectives differ with specific goals that each level should be able
to achieve.
The North Carolina school system believes that students should be able to incorporate all
aspects of music such as the ability to read, write, interpret, create, and perform music to develop
music literacy. The North Carolina Education department also states that music literacy is the
ability “to sing and play instruments, to read and notate music, and to improvise, compose, and
arrange music.”53 The musical literacy strand contains three essential standards that encompass
what the North Carolina board of education believes comprise musical literacy. They believe
that students should be able to “apply the elements of music and musical techniques in order to
sing and play music with accuracy and expression, interpret the sound and symbol systems of
music, and create music using a variety of sound and notational sources.” 54 Despite the level of
proficiency, each student has these essential standards. The first essential standard references the
student’s ability to perform well by themselves and with others by demonstrating they can use
refined tones and consistent pitch. They will also learn how to display expressive elements of
music while performing it with technical accuracy. Overall, the first essential standard relates
greatly to the performing aspect of music.
The second essential standard for North Carolina High Schools focuses more on the
student’s ability to read and play musical notation with accuracy. The standards state, “At the
high school level, students should be able to interpret a variety of notes and rest durations in
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simple duple, simple triple, simple compound, triple compound, and mixed meters. Students
interpret at sight (sight read) standard notation symbols for pitch and rhythm in appropriate clefs,
using extended staves and some non-standard notations.”55 This helps develop the student’s
music literacy as it is essential for reading and comprehending music. The final essential
standards bring elements of the previous two standards and use it as a way of creating music. It
relates closely to the artistic process of creating that is found in the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) and the South Carolina College- and Career- Ready Standards. The students must use
their combined ability of being able to read and understand music with their ability to use their
technical skills to create original musical works. The North Carolina Essential Standards
(NCES) believe that a student will be musically literate when they are able to accomplish all
these essential standards. While it combines the artistic processes found in the 1994 National
Standards, it does not seem to neglect any aspect of the processes. Instead, the standards seem to
be condensed and provide a general description of what is necessary for musical literacy to be
obtained.
The other strands found in the North Carolina Essential Standards (NCES), musical
response and contextual relevancy, are very similar to that of the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) regarding the artistic processes of responding and connecting. The North Carolina
strands do not go into as much detail as it did for the musical literacy strand. The strand for
musical literacy had three essential standards or goals for the students to achieve before moving
on to a higher level of proficiency. The musical response and contextual relevancy strand are
comprised of only one essential standard. Within the single standards there are three clarifying
objects or benchmarks for the students to meet and achieve. However, this still does not provide
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as much information or context as the strand for musical literacy. For example, the single
essential standard for musical response states that a student should be able to “understand the
interacting elements to respond to music and music performances.”56 The essential standard for
contextual relevancy is as follows: “Understand global, interdisciplinary, and 21st century
connections with music.”57 See Appendix D for the table represents the North Carolina Essential
Standards (NCES) musical response and contextual relevancy. Musical response states that the
student should be able to “understand the interacting elements to respond to music and music
performances.”58 This varies depending on the proficiency level of the student, but it expects the
student to incorporate their understanding of music to their personal experiences and ability to
analyze the music they are listening to or performing. The clarifying objectives in the North
Carolina Essential Standards (NCES) use specific wording such as analyze, critique, and
evaluate musical performances and pieces. The strand musical response shares similarities with
the artistic process of responding in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). The NCAS
definition for responding is as follows: “understanding and evaluating how the arts convey
meaning.”59 The overarching goal of the strand and artistic process of responding to music is for
the child to cognitively think about the music in a personal and professional manner.
The standards used by School A may appear to be similar to the NCAS, but there is a
lack of depth at times regarding what a student should be able to do at their proficiency level. It
appears to allow the educators and schools to determine how the student will be taught and
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evaluated, much like the framework provided by the NCAS. While they have clarifying
objectives, these objects do not go in depth like the NCAS with Model Cornerstone Assessments
(MCA). There are no assessment materials that are similar to the MCA. Compared to the NCAS
and other states that have adapted the NCAS such as “School B”, the North Carolina standards
create a very loose framework for the teachers to follow. It allows for the educators to be in
control of the material taught to achieve the goals set forth by their standards. This could lead to
both positive and negative results in education. If a teacher is performance driven, they may not
spend time focusing on the understanding of musical notation as much as one who is driven by
musical literacy may. The strands in the North Carolina standards could help a student achieve
musical literacy as long as educators adhere to the goals set forth.
School B Standards
“School B” is in one of the many states to have adapted the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) to address them to the specific needs of their schools and students. “School B” is
located in South Carolina, and the music courses offered include general music classes, and
ensembles such as band, choir, and orchestra. The standards used by “School B” mimic the
NCAS with some small revisions that state viewed pertinent to their idea of a continuous music
education. The National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS) encourages states to adapt
their standards to the needs of their students. This concept allows for a flexible model to follow.
It is this model that the state of South Carolina has used to create their College and Career Ready
Standards (CCRS).
“School B” uses the adapted standards which combines the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) and the College and Career Ready Standards (CCRS). The goal of South Carolina’s
College- and Career- Ready Standards for Music is centered around proficiency at every level.
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According to the South Carolina Department of Education, “This proficiency approach to
learning music provides a continuum of artistic processes and skills that assist to prepare students
from a novice (beginning) level to college- and career-ready (advanced high) level and builds
state and national capacity to improve knowledge and competencies of future adults as musicians
and consumers.”60 The South Carolina College-and Career-Ready Standards also addressed the
growing need for critical thinking skills as a tool for building safer and authentic relationships
that are a keystone for success in global endeavors. The standards created by South Carolina
believe that everyone is capable of learning music and integrating critical thinking skills in the
process.
The South Carolina’s College-and Career-Ready Standards follows the framework
presented in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS). The South Carolina Standards mimic the
NCAS as it is centered around the four artistic processes. The South Carolina Standards include:
1. Creating,
2. Performing,
3. Responding, and
4. Connecting.
Within each of the four artistic processes are their anchor standards. Although the anchor
standards are inspired by those presented in the NCAS, they deviate from the NCAS model to
emphasize the general knowledge and skills the educators of South Carolina believe to be
important in music education. In the South Carolina standards, creating has 2 anchors as
compared to the 3 presented with creating in the NCAS. See Appendix B. The standards identify
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three levels of performance standards labeled Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced. Within each
of these levels are varying degrees of accomplishment identified as Low, Mid, and High.
Students who are new to music and do not have any musical concepts developed yet can be
evaluated fairly. The benchmarks are similar to the Model Cornerstone Assessments (MCA) that
were created for the NCAS. They were designed so the student can have a goal to achieve at
their level. These benchmarks provide learning targets for the students at their defined
proficiency level. By using the South Carolina standards, educators should be able to identify if
the student has learned what they need to know at their level before they are able to move on to
the next level.61
Within the benchmarks are usually two indicators. These indicators are a fraction of what
the student should learn in that specific anchor standard and show the variety of functions that
learners can expect to experience and attain. The standards present the artistic process of creating
with multiple levels of ability along with benchmarks and indicators. See Appendix D for the
South Carolina standards for the artistic process of creating. The phrase used for students in the
creating process is as follows: “I can use the elements of music to communicate new musical
ideas and works.”62 The first anchor standards state the goal for students is to be able to arrange
and compose music. For a student who is at a “novice low” level of music literacy, their goal is
to be able to “imitate a musical statement by sight and sound” which can be found as their
benchmark. A student will be able to judge if they have accomplished this benchmark is through
the indicators seen below their specific benchmark. For students who are under the “novice low”
level, they will be able to know if they have imitated a musical statement by sight and sound if
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they can “match a sound pattern” and “imitate a given music rhythm or sound using symbols.” 63
As the student grows in their knowledge of music, the teacher will be able to move them on to
the next appropriate level of music literacy. The goal of the South Carolina College-and CareerReady Standards is to prepare students from a novice or beginner level to a college and career
level such as advanced.
The standards for the South Carolina general music education vary slightly from the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) as they appear to have a greater focus on the artistic
process of performing. The artistic process of performing is the only one that has three anchors.
All the other processes have only two anchors. This may be due to the anchor standards applying
to both instrumentalists and choral students which adds an additional anchor which can be seen
in South Carolina standards for the artistic process of performing. See Appendix E. An
interesting aspect of the Performance standards is the absence of Advanced Mid and Advanced
High Indicators 4.3. The highest level for Indicator 4.3 is Advanced Low which is the student’s
ability to sight read a musical piece. The expectation is that a student has achieved a level of
music literacy once they are able to sight read a piece though it does not explain how difficult the
piece may be. When looking at the South Carolina anchor standard of Performing, it appears as if
the performances of choir and band are intended to be paired with anchor standard 5, which
expects students to be able to read and notate music. This expectation prepares their students, no
matter what performance outlet they are a part of, to pursue music past high school to college
and hopeful career level of proficiency.
A unique aspect to the South Carolina College-and Career-Ready that can be seen in each
of the artistic processes, anchor standards, benchmarks, and indicators is the use of “I can” at the
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beginning of every sentence. The developers of the South Carolina standards state, “The
standards document helps motivate learning by showing how to set achievable goals, self-assess,
and chart progress by using “I can” statements that facilitate this process. Learners take
ownership of their individual development as a musician.”64 South Carolina has incorporated this
at every level within their standards. The ideology that students will be more empowered and
motivated to learn through the use of personal ownership of their education is an expansion of
the NCAS.
Overall, the standards appear to present educators and students with clear goals and
pathways in which to achieve these musical goals. Based on the South Carolina standards, the
Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) would appear to pose no trouble to students at the
Intermediate level simply based on Anchor Standard 5 which is focused on notation. While
South Carolina has adapted the NCAS according to what they believe is important for music
education, the results of the ITML will provide true insight into its effectiveness in increasing
students’ music literacy.
Similarities and Differences Between the Standards
When looking at the standards of South Carolina and North Carolina, there are many
similarities that can be credited to both of the states’ standards being influenced by the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC) creation of the 1994 National Arts Standards. North
Carolina developed their essential standards from the initial standards that were released by the
National Coalition for Core Arts Standards (NCCAS). However, they have not adapted their
standards to the newly released National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) as their neighboring state
has done. The North Carolina Essential Standards are not updated to account for the fourth
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artistic process in the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS), but the similarities appear to far
outweigh the differences. The North Carolina and South Carolina standards both begin with the
student being able to use the elements of music to perform or communicate music. The North
Carolina Essential Standards ML.1 states that the student should be able to “apply the elements
of music and musical techniques in order to sing and play music with accuracy and
expression.”65 Comparing the South Carolina standards, the definition of the artistic process
creating is very similar. “I can use the elements of music to communicate new musical ideas and
works.”66 The North Carolina standards mainly focus on performance in their definition while
the South Carolina standards focus more on the creating process presented by the National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS).
With the use of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS), the curriculum in South
Carolina will be able to go in depth with the specific artistic processes. The North Carolina
Essential Standards are vague compared to the South Carolina Standard, although the South
Carolina Standards still establish what the education departments believed the students should
know. For example, the musical literacy strand of the North Carolina Standards encompasses a
wide range of standards for their students such as creating and performing. Essential standards
one and two could relate to the anchor standards in the artistic process of performing in both the
North Carolina Standards and South Carolina standards. The students are expected to learn how
to apply elements of music and musical techniques so they can perform well and with accuracy.
The South Carolina College- and Career- Ready standards go more in depth by having
goals or benchmarks that are specific to the ensemble the student is in. In the North Carolina
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standards, it is a generalization of what the student should do as a performer while not going in
depth as the South Carolina performance anchor standards. The South Carolina standards ensure
that both singers and instrumental students are able to perform while understanding musical
notation. It can be argued that choir students are not afforded the privilege of being able to
proficiently read music because it is not a necessity for singers unlike with band students. Band
students are required to read music to play their instrument. Being able to play their instrument
by reading musical notation is expected of a band student at novice level in the South Carolina
Standards. However, the standards also strive to make sure their students can read and notate
music despite what class they take. Anchor standard 5 supports this aspect of music literacy for
all students. While the North Carolina standards may not have a specific anchor like the South
Carolina standards, their second essential standard in the strand for music literacy supports being
able to understand musical notation, rhythm, and other elements. In the North Carolina
standards, it appears to be integrated into the process of learning how to sing or play instruments.
It is encompassed in what the students should learn which is a resemblant of the South Carolina
standards.
After comparing the two standards, it is easy to see both the differences and similarities
between North Carolina’s and South Carolina’s music education standards. It could be argued
that the North Carolina standards focus more on music literacy as they have an entire strand or
section dedicated to this education while the overarching goal of the South Carolina’s standards
is music literacy through progressively learning of creating, performing, responding, and
connecting. The North Carolina standards share many similarities with National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) and the South Carolina College- and Career- Ready standards because of its
roots in the 1994 standards that inspired the revision that led to the NCAS. However, the South
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Carolina standards expand upon those presented in the 1994 fine-arts standards and the North
Carolina standards. Knowing that both states have a root in the 1994 fine-arts standards
presented by the National Standards for Arts Education, it is assumed that the students’ scores
on the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) would be close. Both standards emphasize music
literacy as an important part of music education. However, the North Carolina Essential
Standards have a large portion of their standards dedicated to educating their students on musical
literacy. The NCAS may have an overarching goal for their students to be musical literate
through the processes of creating, performing, responding, and connecting, but it is not a focal
point like the North Carolina standards.
Iowa Test of Music Literacy Results
The main question that we attempted to answer in this study was centered around the
effectiveness of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in music literacy scores. Do the
National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) make a difference in music education? With the
introduction of the NCAS into schools across America, it was expected that students would
begin to see a positive change in their music education. To test this hypothesis, the Iowa Test of
Music Literacy (ITML) was selected as a verified means of collecting music literacy scores.
Unforeseen problems arose during the collection of the ITML that did not allow for the
intended Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) to be run. Because of the shortage of student
participants expected from each school, there was not enough data to compare which led to
violations of the assumptions. A Test of Normality was conducted to determine whether the data
followed a normal distribution. The degrees of freedom (df) in this study are listed as 90. The
degrees of freedom indicate the logical number of independent values. In table 4.1, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates that the significance is .000. In the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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test, the significance should be .05 or greater. The Sig. indicates that there is non-normal data
present, and that the statistic is significantly skewed. This can be seen as a Histogram in Figure
4.1. The negative skew can be seen on the right side of the Histogram where the peak of the
distributed data is located.
Table 4.1. Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests of Normality results for Scores Combined.

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistics
SCORE_COMB

df
.169

Sig.
90

.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Figure 4.1: Histogram of the ITML combined score results showing a negative skew.

Another indicator that the ANCOVA would not be able to provide accurate or significant
data in this study was lack of change when accounting for outliers in the data. Outliers appear
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when a data point goes outside the average means of the group. Outliers occur due to data entry,
a problem with the sample, or natural variation. The study most likely incurred outliers when
testing for normality in each schools’ results, School A presented case number 44 as an outlier.
When case number 44 was removed, case number 37 replaced it as an outlier in the data. When
both outliers were suppressed, the data was still non-normal and skewed data. The KolmogorovSmirnov test also showed a significance of less than .05. To attempt to fix the non-normal data
and distribution, a logarithm of score was used to create a new set of data labeled as
Log_SCORE_COMB. The results were the same as shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests of Normality results for Logarithm of Scores
Combined

Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistics
Log_SCORE_COMB
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

df
.195

Sig.
90

.000

Because there is not a large enough sample size to run the Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA) this study is no longer able to account for the assumed advantage band students may
have over choir students because of their ability to read music and more complicated rhythms.
Instead of running the ANCOVA to control for the assumed advantage of band students, the
study shifted to testing the means of the schools’ test results to see if there was a significant
difference in scores. A t-test was conducted in place of the ANCOVA because of the repeated
skewed data that occurred when we attempted to analyze the score. The null hypothesis stating
that there will be no significant difference between the scores despite the use of the NCAS
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remains the same. The data for the t-test is also non-normal and has been labeled as a limitation
to the study.
The schools were changed to dummy variable for the t-test. School B was assigned 0, and
School A was assigned 1. In table 4.3, the standards deviation and means shows a significant
difference between the two schools. School A performed approximately 9.78% better than
School B based on the scores of their means. On average, participants in School A displayed
better scoring on the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) than that of participants in School B
(State Standards: M = 72.00, SD = 9.75; National Core Arts Standards: M = 64.96, SD = 11.85).
The standard deviation in table 4.3 also indicates that the scores of School B (0), deviate more
away from the mean than that of School A (1). This means that School B had inconsistent test
scores, or a variety of scores, unlike School A which had tests that were more consistent in
scores.

Table 4.3. Group Statistics of the Scores Combined from “School A” and “School B”

Group Statistics
NCAS_COMB
SCORE_COMB .00
*
1.00
* “School B” = 0; “School A” =1

N
46
44

Mean
64.9565
72.0000

Std. Deviation
Std. Error Mean
11.85084
1.74731
9.74799
1.46956

To interpret the result of the t-test and the independent t-test, the study must first establish
if the equal variances are assumed or not assumed. It is assumed that the shape of distribution
will look approximately the same between the two schools. To be able to determine if equal
variances are assumed, the Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances must be considered. Looking
at table 4.4, the significance of the equal variances assumed in .011. To have a confidence
interval of 95%, the significance level must be greater than .05. Because this study has a
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significance level of less than .05, we cannot assume that the variance is equal. This is a violation
of the Levene’s test. However, the independent t-test reports a correction of the violation that
presents a different t score than the equal variances assumed score. For the results of the
independent t-test, the data from the equal variances not assumed will provide the results and
information from the test scores to determine if there is a significant difference between the two
schools.
Table 4.4. Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances for Scores Comb

F
SCORE_COMB Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

Sig.
6.700

.011

t
-3.072

df

-3.085

86.096

88

The results of the independent t-test are shown below in table 4.5. By following the equal
variances not assumed, the results show that there is difference between the scores of the two
schools. When determining if there is a significant difference, the Sig. (2-tailed) or the p-value
must be lower than .005. The sig. (2-tailed) is .003 for equal variances not assumed, a value that
is less than .005. By looking at the Sig. (2-tailed), it is determined that there was a significant
difference in the test scores between School A: (M = 72.0000, SD = 9.74799) and “School B”
(M = 64.9565, SD = 11.85084); t(86.096) = -3.085, p = .003. Not only did “School A” have a
greater mean score than School B, but the significance of the scores were greater as well.
Looking back at table 4.3, the standard deviation for School A was 9.74799. This indicates that
the scores were more compacted around the mean and less students performed poorly than
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School B. The South Carolina school’s scores were not as consistent as North Carolina and is
represented in the standard deviation that is found in table 4.3.

Table 4.5. Independent Samples Test of Scores Combined

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s Test for Equality of
Variances

F
SCORE_COMB Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

6.700

Sig.

.011

t
-3.072

t-test for Equality of
Means
Sig. (2- Mean
Std. Error
tailed) difference Difference

df

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference

Lower

88

.003 -7.04348

2.29360

-11.60045

-2.48651

-3.085 86.098

.003 -7.04348

2.28314

-11.58213

-2.50482

Because the null hypothesis of the statistical test has been rejected, the effect size will
indicate the significance in the difference between the two scores. It will allow the research to
measure the magnitude of the mean differences. Looking at table 4.6, there are three different
effect sizes reported. For the reporting in this research, Cohen’s d will provide the study with the
effect size. To see if the research has a small, medium, or large effect on the population, Cohen’s
d will be reported. With Cohen’s d, a common interpretation to refer to the effect size of the data
presented is small (d = .2), medium (d = .5), and large (d =.8). Table 4.6 reports the point
estimate for Cohen’s d as -.648. The effect size would then be categorized as medium. This
indicates that the effect size is moderate trending towards moderately strong. Because the effect
size is trending towards being moderately strong, this indicates that the effect will have practical
significance outside of the study.

Upper
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Table 4.6. Independent Samples Effect Sizes Reporting Cohen’s d

Independent Samples Effect Sizes
Standardizera
SCORE_COMB Cohen’s d
Hedges’
correction
Glass’s delta

10.87424

Point
95% Confidence Interval
Estimate
Lower
Upper
-.648
-1.070
-.222

10.96802

-.642

-1.061

-.220

9.74799

-.723

-1.159

-.278

Because the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was not able to be run, the tests cannot
determine if students’ scores were affected because they were in choir or band. However, a
correlation of scores test was conducted to attempt to see if there was a correlation between the
combined test scores and content. Table 4.7 below reports the results of the correlation of
scores. The content combined and scores combined indicate that there is a significant
correlation between the content and the score. The Sig. (2-tailed) reports the significance at
.003 which is the same that was reported in the independent t-test. There is a significant
correlation between content and score which is also reported in the Pearson Correlation as .311. It could be then theorized that the students would have scored worse if they were not a
part of choir. Choir students were a part of School A so there is a correlation between the
standards used and implanted at those schools. There is a statistical relationship between the
scores and the musical course/standards that the student was a part of in their education.
Theoretically, if the study was to remove the students from choir the students would have
scored worse on the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML). However, correlation does not equal
causation and should be treated as an observation, not a statistical fact. This correlation
indicates that the tests may have been able to obtain if the scores were affected by the type of
music course the student
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Table 4.7. Correlation Results of Scores

Correlations
CONT_COMB
SCORE_COMB
Pearson Correlation
1
-.311**
Sig. (2-tailed)
.003
Sum of Squares and Cross22.489
-158.400
products
Covariances
.253
-1.780
N
90
90
**
SCORE_COMB Pearson Correlation
-3.11
1
Sig. (2-tailed)
.003
Sum of Squares and Cross-158.400
111521.600
products
Covariances
-1.780
129.456
N
90
90
**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
CONT_COMB

Overall, the research reported from the t-test indicates that the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) did not affect the students’ scores regarding musical literacy. Instead, School
A outperformed School B in multiple ways. The students in School A had a greater mean, and it
was significant per the t-test when compared against the mean of School B. The score
distribution of the test also indicate that School A was more consistent with their scores
according to the standard deviation. There were not many students who scored outside of the
mean unlike the scores of School B. Students in School A were most likely educated more on
concepts such as musical literacy, musical notation, and audiation. This is known to be correct
because of the standards set forth by North Carolina. Their standards appear to have a great
emphasis on instructing their students to become musically literate regardless of their music
course. This could be an explanation as to why the students performed better on the ITML in all
areas. The students were able to identify major and minor scales. If their classes focus more on
reading musical notation, this could be manifested in them learning how to sight read musical
excerpts.
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The Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) is designed to test a student’s music literacy.
This encompasses their ear training abilities to listen and discern if an example is major or
minor, to read musical notation and identify if it is what they heard, and to correctly write
melodic passages that correlate with a recorded example. The students at School A were wellversed in all these areas. There were not many that deviated from the mean or who scored
poorly. The students who understood musical notation were aurally trained to hear musical
examples and were educated on how to read music. The standards set forth by North Carolina
may be rooted in the unrevised standards, but they have been adapted well to prepare their
students for a higher level of education in music. Contrary to School A, the students at School B
deviated further from their means. There was a lack of consistency in these scores, and their
mean did not compare well to that of School A. Based on the scores that come from School B,
the standards used in South Carolina do not equip their students with the ability to compete and
test their music literacy.
While the results of the t-test and the ITML are not what was expected, it does not mean
that the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are not a reliable standard. There could have been
a disproportionate number of students who had been a part of the music program in School A for
many years, or students in School B may have been new to music. There are many reasons that
can be speculated as to why the outcome of the tests were so, but it does not discredit the
standards. There are many redeeming qualities of the NCAS that may not have been
implemented well at School B. The NCAS' main goal is to provide a framework for educators
across America and to change the way music is viewed as an academic. Although the standards
may not have competed well against those of another state, the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) have revolutionized the way that fine-arts are viewed. It has made fine arts a reputable
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academic that creates musically independent students. This framework allows for flexibility
within school systems to ensure that the standards and the direction of education are designed
specifically for the students. More research conducted on the standards may provide insight in to
how they would perform in a different environment.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
This study set out to determine if the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) make a
difference in music education. The NCAS have already made a difference in the perception of
the arts as an academic in schools that have begun to implement that process, but there was not
information regarding the success of the standards in the education of the students. Data was
missing about how the NCAS improves students’ artistic literacy, specifically musical literacy.
The study was able to explore the foundations and of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS)
through the review of literature, the NCAS, and the standards used in two states.
Summary of Study
The National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) and all other fine-arts standards used and
implemented by schools across America were designed to create uniformity and consistency in
arts education. Many states have adapted the NCAS to fit their goals while others have
completely disregarded the standards in lieu of their own. The NCAS were designed to be
malleable for each state, school, and student’s need. This study sets out to determine if the use of
the NCAS would impact students’ scores in a musical literacy test. The two schools that
volunteered to participate in this study were from neighboring states that did not have the same
standards for their fine-arts education. While their standards were rooted in the same 1994
standards developed by the National Standards for Arts Education. The purpose of selecting
these two different states and schools was to compare the scores of their students to determine if
the NCAS fulfilled their goal of creating musically literate students. After studying the standards
of North Carolina and South Carolina, the assumption that the South Carolina school would
perform better than the North Carolina school began to diminish as it became evident that they
share a common background in the 1994 fine-arts standards.
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An Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) was attempted to control the effect of the content
(band or choir) on the scores collected. However, the study discovered that there were many
violations of assumptions while attempting to analyze the data. Instead of using the ANCOVA
and accounting for the content, the study reverted to a t-test to allow the means of the schools to
be analyzed and reported. The study was able to analyze the data collected from the ITML and
compare the mean scores, the standard deviation of the scores, the significance, and the sample
effect size. All the data reported indicated that there was a significant difference between the two
schools and their scores which is trending towards a moderate to moderately strong effect size.
The data
Even though the study was not able to conduct the ANCOVA to account for the theorized
advantage band students may have over choir students because of their ability to read musical
notation, the study was still able to provide information about the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) and musical literacy. Students who participated in music courses offered at the South
Carolina school did not perform as well as the North Carolina school. There could be numerous
reasons as to why this outcome occurred, but that does not dispute the data that was discovered.
Possible reasons that could explain the results of this study are that the standards used in the
South Carolina school did not prepare the students for musical literacy or there was a lack of
implementation in the classroom. The South Carolina adaptation of the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) did not perform as well.
Summary of Procedures
This study set out to establish quantitative data about the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) because there was a noticeable lack of literature to support the use of the NCAS in
classrooms. Testing the NCAS against other state standards is important to see if these
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adaptations of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) make a difference in music education.
The study began with a hypothesis that the standards would positively affect the music literacy
scores of students that attend a high school that implements some form of the NCAS. The study
used a quantitative research approach as it collected and analyzed the data presented through the
literature and the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML). South Carolina approved an adaptation of
the NCAS for their music education in 2017, and yet this school did not compete well against the
North Carolina school where no reform has been made in their music education.
The procedures for this study began with gaining approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at Liberty University. After applying for approval, finding schools that were willing
to participate in the study was the next step. The study found two schools from separate schools
that agreed to participate in the study. Gathering the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) was the
next step in the process of procedures. GIA Publications provided the tests free of charge along
with other materials to administer and grade the tests. After obtaining approval from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB), the ITML was administered, collected, and then analyzed. The
data from the tests were run through SPSS and compared against literature. From there, the
findings were reported and compared alongside the literature.
Summary of Finding and Prior Research
The findings of this research indicate that the use of the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) do not make a difference in music education, specifically in student music literacy
scores. The Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML) scores from both schools showed a significance
difference in the scores between “School A” and “School B” though it did not support the theory
that the NCAS can compete against other state standards for music education. Although the
sample size for this study was not large, the results from the independent t-test showed that the
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North Carolina school performed better with their state standards. The mean from the school was
greater than that of the South Carolina school. Not only was there an obvious difference in the
mean scores of the schools, but the independent t-test also reported that there was a significant
difference between the tests of the two schools. Overall, the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS) did not perform well against an older standard. The data proved that the use of the
NCAS does not affect the scores of students when testing their musical literacy.
Unfortunately, there is not a large collection of prior research on the topic of the National
Core Arts Standards (NCAS). Many of the literature that has been published is a review of the
standards based on the release of their conceptual framework. While literature that has been
published about the standards, the implementation process, and the Model Cornerstone
Assessment (MCA), there is no research or literature that provides data about the correlation
between the NCAS and how the standards impact student musical literacy scores. At the present
time, this is the first study that has tested the standards against previously established ones to
determine if schools should adapt the standards to help improve their students’ music literacy.
Limitations of the Study
This study experienced limitations that affected the intended outcome. There were a few
limitations that were encountered during the length of this study that specifically affected the
data collection and the analysis of the data through the SPSS. In total, a hundred Iowa Tests of
Music Literacy were given equally to the two schools with the intention that all the tests would
be completed and returned. However, “School A” returned forty-four tests and “School B”
returned forty-six. In total, the study was only able to compare ninety tests. As the data was
analyzed, it became apparent that the sample size for both schools was not large enough to
conduct the intended research.
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When the data from the tests were entered and ran through the Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA), the presence of non-normal data was identified. The distribution of the data was
negatively skewed because of non-normal data. The non-normal data and distribution occurred
because of the smaller sample size of the study and was not able to be removed. If more scores
were able to be accounted for, the non-normal data most likely would not have been present.
Along with the presence of non-normal data, the results of the ANCOVA also presented
outliers in the data. Case 44 and case 37 were identified as outliers that were possibly skewing
the data. However, there was no change in the results when these cases were removed. This is
another limitation that affected the results of the ANCOVA. Because of the non-normal data, the
study was not able to perform the ANCOVA and decided to use a t-test to interpret the nonnormal data. The t-test did not resolve the outliers in the data, but the outliers did not affect the ttest results. Because the results were not affected when the two outliers were removed, they were
included in the t-test results.
Because there were too many violations of assumptions in this study, the Analysis of
Covariance was not able to be ran. For this reason, the study was not able to account for any
correlations between the scores and band students. The assumed advantage band students may
have over choir students was discussed previously stated in the study. Because band students
need to read musical notation in order to perform, it was assumed their scores would be better
than that of choir students. However, because of the violations of assumptions, this study was not
able to control the effect of the content (band or choir) on the scores.
This study was not able to access the reliability and validity measures of the Iowa Test of
Music Literacy (IMTL) and has labeled this as a limitation. The reliability measure was not able
to present if the ITML provided results that could be repeated or replicated. Although the ITML
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is the only nationally standardized test for music achievement, the study was not able to
determine if the test had high or low reliability. The validity of the test was also not able to be
accessed. The ITML may or may not provide accurate results.
Another limitation that was not accounted for in this study is the demographics of the
schools, the school district, or the students. One school is in a predominant school district that is
a well-funded district. The music teacher has tenure with their school and has the advantage of
teaching students consistently for years. The teacher at the other school has only been there for
two years. The school district is not as funded and is located in a low-income district. These
factors are not accounted for in this study.
Recommendations for Future Study
Throughout this study, certain factors were not accounted for or considered during the
research and analysis process. However, these factors could be expounded upon in future
research. Many of the limitations of this study had to deal with the sample size of participants.
For future research, a sample size greater than hundred should be explored so data that has not be
skewed and non-normal data will not be present. Having more students participate in this study
could help provide a more accurate mean value, help account for outliers, and provide less room
for error.
One of the main factors that was not accounted for was the difference in scores between
choir and band students on the Iowa Test of Music Literacy (ITML). Because of the lack of
participants and violations of assumptions, the study was not able to control content. A
completely new study could be conducted specifically to focus on this factor. Questions such as
do band students have an advantage over choir students and if these advantages play a role in the
band students’ scores. Another possible focus for a study can be a comparison of score between
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only band students in all states which could lead to a comparison of score between only choir
students.
A future study could also be conducted to remove students who study music privately as
it is theorized that they would have an advantage over their counterparts who only participate in
school music programs. It is assumed that students who study independently are generally more
literate than those who do not. While this study did not account for students who take private
lessons such as piano, instrumental, or vocal, a future study can remove the scores of students
who are privately taught and only focus on the scores of students who learned music based on
their state’s music education standards. This will eliminate any advantages a private music
student may have over their classmates.
Another factor that was not accounted for in this study was the demographics of the
schools, students, and educators. In theory, the standards should have helped with any school’s
demographics. However, these are factors that could be explored in future studies. Do the
demographics of the students and location of the schools affect the outcome of the test? “School
A” was located in a higher income city, and the average income of a household is over $20,000
more than those in the city of “School B”. A future study could be done on schools that are
located in different income districts to see if there is a change in students’ grades and education
after implementing the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS).
While this study only focused on high school students in an ensemble class, one could
conduct a study to see if the NCAS help elementary and middle school students to thrive in their
fine-arts classrooms. Little research has been conducted on the NCAS in any area. While this
study thrived to provide substantial information regarding the effect of the NCAS in students’
scores, it unfortunately was unable to provide normal data due to the significant lack of
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participants. A study that could get two to three schools from each state may provide more
information that my study could not. The possibilities for a study centered around the effects of
the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) are endless. The lack of research in this area has led
to a lack of information about the performance of the National Core Arts Standards (NCAS) in
fine-art classrooms.
Final Thoughts
Because there has been little research conducted on the National Core Arts Standards
(NCAS), there are endless possibilities for future studies. Educators, parents, and students
deserve to know how the standards implemented in their states and classrooms affect the
education of the students. Within this study, it was discovered that the NCAS did not make a
difference in music literacy scores when compared to another set of standards. This does not
discredit the NCAS or any other musical standards used in schools across the United States.
Instead, it shows the lack of research conducted to feel confident in these standards. Hopefully,
future research will lead to a better, more developed understanding of how the National Core
Arts Standards (NCAS) make a difference in the education of fine-arts students in the United
States public school system.
While there is a multitude of recommendations for future research, it does not mean that
the NCAS would not perform well if compared in another study. There are many elements to
music education that can lead to a variety of research fields. The goal of the NCAS was to
change the way fine-arts is perceived and taught in schools across America. The standards have
indeed made a difference as most states have either adapted the standards or have begun the
process of adapting them. That does not limit it to one specific fine-art discipline such as music.
The NCAS provides a framework for schools to create programs and curriculum that encourage
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their students to thrive and become musically independent. The National Coalition for Core Arts
Standards (NCCAS) dedicated a large amount of time to revise the 1994 National Standards to
captivate the goals and standards they believed to be essential to a well-rounded fine-arts
education. The NCCAS researched and established the Model Cornerstone Assessment (MCA) to
measure how a student is achieving the goals and standards established in the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS). The NCAS has helped push arts into an area that rivals other subjects
through innovative standards and assessment materials. While the standards may not have
performed well in this study, but the NCAS deserves to be recognized for its innovative
standards that are intended to achieve the same goals in music education across state, city,
county, and district lines.
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Appendix A
The official documentation that the study was approved by the Liberty University Institutional
Review Board. At the beginning of the study, the title “An Analysis of the National Core Arts
Standards” was proposed before changing the research title to “Do the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) Make a Difference in Music Education.
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Appendix B
The Liberty University IRB approved consent form that was provided to teachers, parents, and
students.

Parental Consent/Child Assent
Title of the Project: Do the National Core Arts Make a Difference in Music Education?
Principal Investigator: Jordan Dues, Graduate Student
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
Your child is invited to participate in a research study. Participants must be a student at Pine
Crest High School and a part of a music class. Taking part in this research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to allow your
child to take part in this research project.
What is the study about and why are we doing it?
The purpose of the study is to better understand the effectiveness of the National Core Arts
Standards (NCAS) and how it impacts student music literacy. A comparison will reveal if the
NCAS should be implemented nationwide, if a national curriculum can be created based off the
NCAS and possibly expose areas for improvement within the standards.
What will participants be asked to do in this study?
If you agree to allow your child to be in this study, I will ask him/her to do the following:
1. Take the Iowa Test for Music Literacy. Only one of the two sections will be
administered. Testing will take approximately 45 minutes to complete. The results will be
completely anonymous.
How could participants or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Benefits to society include a better understanding of the National Core Arts Standards and how it
impacts students’ music education.
What risks might participants experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks your
student would encounter in everyday life.

How will personal information be protected?
The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored securely, and only
the researcher will have access to the records.
• Participant responses will be anonymous.
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•

Data will be stored in a lockbox. The data may be used in future presentations. After
three years, all electronic records will be deleted, and all physical records will be
shredded.
• Data will be transferred to a password-protected laptop. The data may be used in future
presentations. After three years, all electronic records will be deleted.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to allow your child to
participate will not affect your or their current or future relations with Liberty University or Pine
Crest High School. If you decide to allow your child to participate, he/she is free to withdraw at
any time without affecting those relationships.
What should be done if a participant wishes to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw your student from the study or your student chooses to withdraw,
please inform the researcher/have your student inform the researcher, and your student should
not submit the test. Because the test is anonymous, the researcher will not be able to pull a
student’s completed test after it is turned in.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is Jordan Dues. You may ask any questions to the research
by contacting them at 080-3350-3286 or jdues@liberty.edu. If you have questions later, you are
encouraged to contact her. You may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, Dr. Keith
Currie, at kacurrie2@liberty.edu.
Whom do you contact if you have questions about rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects
research will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations.
The topics covered and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers
are those of the researchers and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of
Liberty University
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Your Consent or Opt-Out
Parental Consent: By signing this document, you are agreeing to allow your child to be in this
study. Make sure you understand what the study is about before you sign. You may make a copy
of this document for your records. The researcher will keep a copy with the study records. If you
have any questions about the study after you sign this document, you can contact the study team
using the information provided above.
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to allow my child to participate in the study.

_________________________________________________
Printed Child’s/Student’s Name

_________________________________________________
Parent’s Signature
Date

_________________________________________________
Minor’s Signature
Date

Parental Opt-Out: If you would prefer that your child NOT PARTICIPATE in this study,
please sign this document, and return it to your child’s teacher, school office, or email back to
the research at jdues@liberty.edu

_________________________________________________
Printed Child’s/Student’s Name
_________________________________________________
Parent’s Signature
Date
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Appendix C
Table 4.1. The North Carolina Essential Standards for High School Music Literacy

High School
Music Literacy
Essential
Standard
ML.1
Apply the
elements of
music and
musical
techniques in
order to sing
and play
music with
accuracy and
expression.

Beginning
B.ML.1.1: Use steady tone
while performing music.
B.ML.1.2: Illustrate the
fundamental techniques of
singing or playing an
instrument properly with a
diverse and varied repertoire of
music.
B.ML.1.3: Recognize
expressive elements (such as
dynamics, timbre, blending,
and phrasing) when singing or
playing a varied repertoire of
music.

Intermediate

Proficient

I.ML.1.1: Use characteristic
tone and consistent pitch to
sing and/or play music.

P.ML.1.1: Use characteristic
tone and consistent pitch
while performing music.

I.ML.1.2: Use the fundamental
techniques (such as posture,
playing position, breath
control, fingerings, and bow
hold) to sing or play an
instrument properly.

P.ML.1.2: Use technical and
interpretive skills to sing or
play personally challenging
literature that requires
attention to phrasing and
interpretation, and ability to
perform various meters and
rhythms in a variety of keys.

I.ML.1.3: Interpret expressive
elements, including dynamics,
timbre, blending, accents,
attacks, releases, phrasing, and
interpretation, while singing or
playing a diverse repertoire of
music with technical accuracy.

Advanced
A.ML.1.1: Use refined tone
and consistent pitch while
performing music alone and
collaboratively.
A.ML.1.2: Use advanced
technical and interpretive skills
to sing or play difficult
literature, which requires the
ability to perform music with
complex rhythms and meters,
attention to phrasing and
interpretation, and subtle
dynamic changes.

P.ML.1.3: Illustrate well
developed ensemble skills by
performing an appropriate
A.ML.1.3: Exemplify
part in an ensemble.
independence and
collaboration as a musician.
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ML.2

B.ML.2.1: Recognize whole,
half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth,
Interpret the and dotted note and rest
sound and
duration in 2/4, 3/4, and 4/4
symbol
meters.
systems of
music.
B.ML.2.2: Interpret standard
notation symbols for pitch.
B.ML.2.3: Recognize standard
notation symbols for basic
elements of music, such as
pitch, rhythm, dynamics,
tempo, articulation, and
expression.

ML.3

B.ML.3.1: Produce short,
rhythmic improvisations using
Create music a variety of traditional and
using a
nontraditional sound sources.
variety of
sound and
B.ML.3.2: Create simple
notational
rhythmic and/or melodic
sources.
compositions using a variety of
traditional and non-traditional
sound, notational, and
technological sources.

I.ML.2.1: Interpret whole, half,
quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and
dotted note and rest durations
in simple duple, simple triple,
and simple compound meters.
I.ML.2.2: Interpret standard
notation symbols for pitch in
appropriate clefs.

P.ML.2.1: Interpret whole,
half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth,
and dotted note and rest
durations in simple duple,
simple triple, simple
compound, triple compound,
and mixed meters.

A.ML.2.1: Interpret a variety of
note and rest durations in simple
duple, simple triple, simple
compound, triple compound, and
mixed meters.

P.ML.2.2: Interpret standard
notation symbols for pitch in
I.ML.2.3: Use standard
appropriate clefs using
symbols for pitch and rhythm extended staves and some
to notate personal musical ideas non-traditional notations.
and the musical ideas of
others.
P.ML.2.3: Use standard
symbols for pitch, rhythm,
dynamics, and tempo to notate
personal musical ideas and the
musical ideas of others.

A.ML.2.2: Interpret at sight
standard notation symbols for pitch
and rhythm in appropriate clefs,
using extended staves and some
non-standard notations.
A.ML.2.3: Use standard notation
symbols for pitch, rhythm,
dynamics, tempo, articulation, and
expression to notate personal
musical ideas and the musical
ideas of others.

I.ML.3.1: Use improvisation to P.ML.3.1: Produce short
create simple melodies over
rhythmic and melodic
given chord progressions.
improvisations on given
pentatonic melodies and
I.ML.3.2: Construct music
melodies in major and minor
examples using a variety of
keys.
traditional and non-traditional
sound, notational, and
P.ML.3.2: Create
technological sources.
arrangements of pieces for
voices or instruments.

A.ML.2.4: Analyze how the
elements of music are used,
including the use of transpositions
and clefs, in works of music
A.ML.3.1: Use improvisation to
create original melodies over given
chord progressions, each in a
consistent style, meter, and
tonality.

Source: Public Schools of North Carolina, “Unpacking Music,” Last modified September 20, 2016, 14-15,
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/documents/cte/curriculum/healthfulliving/new-standards/arts/unpacking-music.

A.ML.3.2: Create original music
using imagination and technical
skill in applying the principles of
composition.
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Appendix D
Table 4.2. The North Carolina Essential Standards for High School Musical Response and Contextual Relevancy

High School
Musical Response
Essential Standards
MR.1

Beginning
B.MR.1.1: Illustrate
perceptual skills by moving
Understand the
to, answering questions
interacting elements about, and describing aural
to respond to music examples of music of various
and music
styles and cultures.
performances.
B.MR.1.2: Analyze aural
examples of music
representing diverse genres,
styles, and cultures in terms
of the basic elements of
music and their
interrelationships.

Intermediate
I.MR.1.1: Interpret the
gestures of a conductor when
singing or playing an
instrument.

Proficient
P.MR.1.1: Interpret
conductor gestures to elicit
expressive singing or
playing.

I.MR.1.2: Classify examples
of music by genre or style and
by historical period or culture,
explaining the justification for
the classifications using
correct musical terminology.

P.MR.1.2: Analyze aural
examples of music using
correct music terminology, in
terms of how compositional
devices and techniques are
used to structure
compositions.

I.MR.1.3: Generate specific
criteria for evaluating the
quality and effectiveness of
B.MR.1.3: Identify criteria
music and apply criteria in
for evaluating performances, personal participation in
compositions, and musical
music
ideas and apply the criteria in
personal listening and
performing.

P.MR.1.3: Critique musical
performances and
compositions, generating
suggestions for
improvement.

Advanced
A.MR.1.1: Execute the
gestures of the conductor,
including meter, tempo,
dynamics, entrances, cut-offs,
and phrasing, to elicit
expressive singing or playing.
A.MR.1.2: Analyze musical
works using correct music
terminology, in terms of the
interaction of elements that
make the works unique,
interesting, and expressive.
A.MR.1.3: Critique music in
terms of aesthetic qualities,
including how music is used to
evoke feelings and emotions.
A.MR.1.4: Evaluate music
performances, including one’s
own, by comparing them to
exemplary models.

Source: Public Schools of North Carolina, “Unpacking Music,” Last modified September 20, 2016, 24,

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/documents/cte/curriculum/healthfulliving/new-standards/arts/unpacking-music.

High School
Contextual Relevancy
Essential Standards

Beginning

Intermediate

Proficient

Advanced
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CR.1

B.CR.1.1: Use music to
explore concepts in world
Understand global, history and relate them to
interdisciplinary,
significant events, ideas, and
and 21st century
movements from a global
connections with
context.
music.
B.CR.1.2: Understand the
relationships between music
and concepts from other
areas.

I.CR.1.1: Use music to
explore concepts of civics
and economics (such as
systems, functions, structures,
democracy, economies, and
interdependence).

P.CR.1.1: Understand the
role of music in United
States history as a means of
interpreting past eras within
an historical context.

A.CR.1.1: Interpret music
from personal, cultural, and
historical contexts.

A.CR.1.2: Understand the
relationships between music
P.CR.1.2: Understand the
and concepts from other
I.CR.1.2: Understand the
relationships between music areas.
relationships between music and concepts from other
and concepts from other
areas.
A.CR.1.3: Summarize the
areas.
ethical and legal issues
P.CR.1.3: Explain how
surrounding the access and
B.CR.1.3: Understand laws I.CR.1.3: Understand the
advances in music
use of music in the 21st
regarding the proper access, importance of ethical
technology influence
century.
use, and protection of music. responsibility in protecting
traditional music careers and
creative works and
produce new opportunities. A.CR.1.4: Implement
B.CR.1.4: Identify basic
intellectual property.
effective strategies for
health and wellness issues
P.CR.1.4: Explain the causes recognizing, monitoring, and
that performing artists often I.CR.1.4: Recognize effective of potential health and
overcoming performance
experience.
strategies for recognizing,
wellness issues for
anxiety.
monitoring, and overcoming musicians.
B.CR.1.5: Compare the
performance anxiety.
A.CR.1.5: Compare the use of
various roles that musicians
P.CR.1.5: Compare the roles characteristic elements,
can and do perform and the I.CR.1.5: Classify specific
of creators, performers, and artistic processes, and
conditions under which
musical works in terms of the others involved in the
organizational principles
music is performed.
particular culture and time
production and presentation among the arts in different
period in which they were
of the various arts, in order historical periods and
produced
to make informed decisions different cultures.
regarding participation and
involvement in the arts.

Source: Public Schools of North Carolina, “Unpacking Music,” Last modified September 20, 2016, 32,

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/documents/cte/curriculum/healthfulliving/new-standards/arts/unpacking-music.
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Appendix E
Table 4.3. The South Carolina High Schools Standards for the Artistic Process of Creating

Artistic Processes: Creating- I can use the elements of music to communicate new musical ideas and works .
Anchor Standard 1: I can arrange and compose music.
Novice
Low

Novice
Mid

Novice
High

Intermediate
Low

Intermediate
Mid

Intermediate
High

Advanced
Low

Advanced
Mid

Advanced
High

Benchmark
GM.CR
NL. 1

Benchmark
GM.CR
NM.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
NH.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
IL.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
IM.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
IH.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
AL.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
AM.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
AH.1

I can imitate a
I can answer a
musical statement
musical
by sight and
question.
sound.

Indicator
GM.CR
NL.1.1

Indicator
GM.CR
NM. 1.1

I can match sound I can identify
and pattern.
simple forms.

I can arrange a I can combine I can compose
musical idea. musical ideas to a rhythmic and
create phrases
melodic
for voice,
phrase.
instruments, or
body
movement.
Indicator
GM.CR
NH. 1.1

Indicator
GM.CR
IL. 1.1

Indicator
GM.CR
IM. 1.1

I can add
I can arrange, I can collaborate I can compose
harmony to compose, and with others to
music within
compose or explain intent
compose or
expanded forms.
arrange
using melody,
arrange a
phrases for a rhythm, and
variety of
given mood.
harmony.
musical styles.

Indicator
GM.CR
IH. 1.1

Indicator
GM.CR
AL. 1.1

Indicator
GM.CR
AM. 1.1

I can use rhythm I can explain the I can organize I can identify I can use the
I can revise a
patterns, songs or use of ostinato rhythmic and
key
circle of fifths
composition
words to create a to arrange a
melodic
signatures in
to explain
based on the
musical idea.
melodic idea.
transposition of feedback from

Indicator
GM.CR
AH. 1.1

I can create an
original
composition
independently
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Indicator
GM.CR
NL.1.2

Indicator
GM.CR
NM. 1.2

Indicator
GM.CR
NH. 1.2

Indicator
GM.CR
IL. 1.2

I can imitate a
given music
rhythm or sound
using symbols.

I can identify
same and
different
patterns.

I can create a
musical idea
given specific
instructions

I can construct
arrangements
of simple pieces
for voices or
instruments.

patterns into a
musical phrase.

melodic
phrases.

Indicator
GM.CR
IM. 1.2

Indicator
GM.CR
IH. 1.2

I can create a I can construct
melodic phrase a rhythmic,
over a given melodic, and
rhythmic idea. harmonic idea
for a given
mood.

a written
others to improve
musical work. composed works
.
Indicator
Indicator
GM.CR
GM.CR
AL. 1.2
AM. 1.2

Indicator
GM.CR
AH. 1.2

I can use and I can work with I can create a new
explain
others to
arrangement from
compositional
compose an
a given
techniques to
original
composition.
compose works composition.
in a music
form.

Anchor Standard 2: I can improvise music.
Benchmark
GM.CR
NL. 2

Benchmark
GM.CR
NM.2

Benchmark
GM.CR
NH.2

Benchmark
GM.CR
IL.2

Benchmark
GM.CR
IM.2

Benchmark
GM.CR
IH.2

I can imitate
I can imitate
I can improvise I can improvise
I can
I can
simple rhythm
simple tonal responses to given short melodic improvise a improvise a
patterns within a patterns within a rhythmic patterns question and rhythm pattern
simple
given meter.
given key and
answer patterns. to embellish a
melodic
tonality.
given harmonic phrase given a
phrase.
harmonic
phrase.
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
NL.2.1
NM. 2.1
NH. 2.1
IL. 2.1
IM. 2.1
IH. 2.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
AL.2
I can perform a
brief
improvisation
given a chord
progression and
meter.
Indicator
GM.CR
AL. 2.1

Benchmark
GM.CR
AM.2

Benchmark
GM.CR
AH.2

I can perform an I can perform and
improvisation refine an extended
given a motive,
spontaneous
chord
improvisation
progression and independently.
meter.
Indicator
GM.CR
AM. 2.1

Indicator
GM.CR
AH 2.1
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I can identify
I can identify I can improvise
I can
I can
I can identify I can improvise I can perform an I can improvise
same and
same and
simple ostinato
improvise
embellish a
chord
harmonizing improvisation responding to aural
different rhythm different melodic patterns within a simple tonal bass line with
changes.
parts.
on a given
cues.
patterns.
patterns.
given meter. patterns within a improvised
motive.
given key. rhythm from an
instrument or
music
software.
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
Indicator
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
GM.CR
NL.2.2
NM. 2.2
NH. 2.2
IL. 2.2
IM. 2.2
IH. 2.2
AL. 2.2
AM. 2.2
AH. 2.2
I can echo simple I can echo simple I can improvise I can improvise I can sing an
I can
I can improvise I can improvise I can demonstrate
rhythm patterns. tonal patterns rhythm patterns, rhythmic and
improvised embellish a short melodies
extended
and refine
songs, or chants melodic patterns rhythm on a given melodic using accurate passages using musicality during
to create a
to create a
neutral
phrase that and consistent consistent style, improvisational
musical idea
musical phrase.
syllable.
corresponds style, meter, and
meter, and
solos.
with simple
tonality.
tonality.
chord
changes.
Source: South Carolina Department of Education, “South Carolina College- and Career-Ready Standards for General Music Proficiency.”, last modified
May 9, 2017, 216-218, https://ed.sc.gov/instruction/standards-learning/visual-and-performing-arts/standards/.
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Appendix F
Table 4.4. South Carolina General Music Standards Artistic Process and Anchor Standards for Performing

Artistic Processes: Performing- I can perform a variety of music with fluency and expression.
Anchor Standard 3: I can sing alone and with others.
Novice
Low

Novice
Mid

Novice
High

Intermediate
Low

Intermediate
Mid

Intermediate
High

Advanced
Low

Advanced
Mid

Advanced
High

Benchmark
GM.P
NL. 3

Benchmark
GM.P
NM.3

Benchmark
GM.P
NH.3

Benchmark
GM.P
IL.3

Benchmark
GM.P
IM.3

Benchmark
GM.P
IH.3

Benchmark
GM.P
AL.3

Benchmark
GM.P
AM.3

Benchmark
GM.P
AH.3

I can use my
voice in many
ways

I can use my
singing voice

I can sing, chant,
I can sing a I can sing with I can sing a
and move to variety of simple expression
variety of
demonstrate a
part songs.
and technical songs with
steady beat.
accuracy.
expression
and technical
accuracy.

I can
collaborate
with others
make
technical and
stylistic
decisions

I can make
technical and
stylistic
choices about
my
performance
as a singer
alone and in
various
ensembles.

Indicator
GM.P
NL.3.1

Indicator
GM.P
NM. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
NH. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
IL. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
IM. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
IH. 3.1

I can sing
expressively
and apply
technical and
stylistic
criteria in a
variety of
songs alone
and in
various
ensembles.
Indicator
GM.P
AL. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
AM. 3.1

Indicator
GM.P
AH. 3.1

I can sing
songs in my
range.

I can match
pitch when I
sing.

I can sing or
move using a
steady beat.

I can sing
2-part songs.

I can sing
with proper
intonation
alone and in

I can sing
phrasing
while
responding to

I can sing in
a group with
balance.

I can sing in
ensembles.

I can use a
variety of
technical and
stylistic
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Indicator
GM.P
NL.3.2

Indicator
GM.P
NM. 3.2

Indicator
GM.P
NH. 3.2

I can use my
I can sing with I can use good
voice to imitate my head voice
posture and
other sounds. and chest voice. breath support
when I sing.

Indicator
GM.P
IL. 3.2

different
ensembles.
Indicator
GM.P
IM. 3.2

a director's
cues.
Indicator
GM.P
IH. 3.2

Indicator
GM.P
AL. 3.2

Indicator
GM.P
AM. 3.2

choices in my
performance.
Indicator
GM.P
AH. 3.2

I can sing with
I can apply
I can sight
I can blend
I can rehearse
I can apply a
appropriate
dynamics and
read in
with others in with an ensemble variety of musical
diction and
expressions
multiple
an ensemble. to improve my
choices for
articulation.
when I sing. tonalities and
work.
performance.
rhythms.

Anchor Standard 4: I can play instruments alone and with others.
Benchmark
GM.P
NL. 4

Benchmark
GM.P
NM.4

Benchmark
GM.P
NH.4

I can make
sound with
classroom
instruments and
other sound
sources.

I can imitate
short rhythmic
patterns.

I can play and
read rhythmic,
melodic, and
chord patterns.

Benchmark
GM.P
IL.4

Benchmark
GM.P
IM.4

I can play
I can play and
accompaniread compliments and
mentary,
simple songs on contrasting
classroom
instrumental
instruments.
parts
accurately,
and
independently.

Benchmark
GM.P
IH.4

Benchmark
GM.P
AL.4

Benchmark
GM.P
AM.4

Benchmark
GM.P
AH.4

I can play and I can play an
read my part
instrument
with an
expressively
ensemble
and apply
using accurate technical and
technique and
stylistic
posture.
techniques
in variety of
music alone
and in
various
ensembles.

I can
collaborate
with others to
apply
technical and
stylistic
techniques
in a variety
of music
alone and in
various
ensembles.

I can make
technical and
stylistic
choices about
my
performance
as an
instrument-a
list alone and
in various
ensembles.
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Indicator
GM.P
NL.4.1

Indicator
GM.P
NM. 4.1

Indicator
GM.P
NH. 4.1

Indicator
GM.P
IL. 4.1

Indicator
GM.P
IM. 4.1

Indicator
GM.P
IH. 4.1

I can use my
body to make
sounds.

I can echo an
ostinato
rhythm
pattern.

I can use
music
notation to
play
instruments.

I can play
accompaniments and
songs in
major and
minor
tonalities.

Indicator
GM.P
NL.4.2

Indicator
GM.P
NM. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
NH. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
IL. 4.2

I can play
pitched and
unpitched
instruments.

I can play
melodic
patterns
using steps
and skips.

I can play
pentatonic
scales on
instruments.

I can play
using proper
technique
and posture.

Indicator
GM.P
NL.4.3

Indicator
GM.P
NM.4.3

Indicator
GM.P
NH.4.3

Indicator
GM.P
IL.43

Indicator
GM.P
IM.4.3

Indicator
GM.P
HH.4.3

Indicator
GM.P
AL 4.3

I can follow
the teacher

I can ask and
answer

I can identify
rhythmic

I can play in
treble and

I can read
from

I can play my
part

I can sight
read a

I can play my I can rehearse
part
for
independent- improvement
ly in an
in an
ensemble.
ensemble.

Indicator
GM.P
IM. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
IH. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
AL. 4.1

Indicator
GM.P
AM. 41

Indicator
GM.P
AH 4.1

I can play in
various
musical
styles on
instruments.

I can
collaborate
with others to
improve my
ensemble.

I can control
my instrument
across
expanded
dynamic
ranges using
stylistic
nuances and
expressive
inflections.

Indicator
GM.P
AL. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
AM. 4.2

Indicator
GM.P
AH. 4.2

I can control
pitch and tone
quality with
proper
dynamics.

I can adjust
my
intonation
relative to
chord tones.

I play my
I can use
I can balance
instrument with
proper
my sound with
technical
technique to others in an
accuracy. express music. ensemble.
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when I use
classroom
instruments.

musical
questions
using
instruments.

notation.

bass clefs.

notation.
songs I play.

independently while
others play.

musical part.

Benchmark
GM.P
IL 5

Benchmark
GM.P
IM.5

Benchmark
GM.P
IH.5

Benchmark
GM.P
AL. 5

Benchmark
GM.P
AM5

Benchmark
GM.P
AH.5

I can explain
note names
and basic
rhythms.

I can
I can read
I can sight
interpret
and notate read a variety
musical
short musical of music at
symbols
works in a
Grade 2 with
within
variety of
technical
multiple
clefs and
accuracy.
meters, clefs,
meters.
and
expressive
symbols.

I can sight
read a variety
of music at
Grade 3 with
technical
accuracy.

I can sight
read a variety
of music at
Grade 4 with
technical
accuracy.

Anchor Standard 5: I can read and notate music.
Benchmark
GM.P
NL.5

I can read
rhythm
patterns.

Benchmark
GM.P
NM.5

Benchmark
GM.P
NH.5

I can read
I can read and
simple rhythmic write simple
and melodic
rhythmic and
notation.
melodic standard
notation

Indicator
GM.P
NL.5.1

Indicator
GM.P
NM.5.1

Indicator
GM.P
NH 5.1

Indicator
GM.P
IL.5.1

Indicator
GM.P
IM.5.1

Indicator
GM.P
IH.51

Indicator
GM.P
AL 5.1

Indicator
GM.P
AM.5.1

Indicator
GM.P
AH.5.1

I can read
rhythm
patterns with
my voice,
body, and
instruments.

I can name
notes in
treble clef.

I can read
standard
notation.

I can read all
notes in
treble and
bass clefs.

I can read
alto/tenor
clef.

I can read
and use key
signatures.

I can sight
read musical
works in
simple
meters and
tonalities

I can sight
read musical
works in a
variety of
keys and
clefs.

I can sight
read musical
works in a
variety of
keys, clefs,
meters.
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with
technical
accuracy.
Indicator
GM.P
NL.5.2

I can read
basic
rhythms.

Indicator
GM.P
NM.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
NH.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
IL.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
IM.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
IH.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
AL.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
AM.5.2

Indicator
GM.P
AH.5.2

I can read
I can read
I can read
I can identify I can read and I can respond
I can apply
I can apply
simple
meter in
basic
compound,
use meter
to a director
tempo and
expressive
quarter,
4/4, 3/4, and
rhythms
complex, and signatures.
while sightdynamic
music
eighth, half,
2/4.
including
syncopated
reading.
markings to
markings to
whole notes
dotted
rhythm.
my sight-reading. my sight-reading.
and rests.
rhythms.
Source: South Carolina Department of Education, “South Carolina College- and Career-Ready Standards for General Music Proficiency.”, last modified
May 9, 2017, 218-221, https://ed.sc.gov/instruction/standards-learning/visual-and-performing-arts/standards/.

